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WHAT A HOMECOMING

Tuesday
Vol.72 Issue 109
April 10,1990
Bowling Green, Ohio

Former Falcon leads Akron past BG 9-6 on Monday;
Meanwhile, BG splits four games with Ohio over weekend ...see Sports p.9

The Nation's Best College Newspaper

The BG News

BRIEFLY
CAMPUS
Ice show sell-out: The Scott
Hamilton and Friends ice show,
scheduled for April 25, has been sold
out.
Hamilton, a world, Olympic and
professional champion, will perform
in the Ice Arena with two-time
Olympic Silver Medalist Brian Orser
and Olympic Silver Medalist
Rosalynn Stunners.

Ferrari award: Applications

are now available for nominations for
the Michael R. Ferrari Award.
This is the eighth year in which the
award will be presented to an
administrative staff member. A
selection committee meets during the
summer and a plaque is presented
before the fall semester begins.
Applications are available at the
Faculty Senate office, University
Bookstore, the Union information
desk and the Personnel office, and are
due by April 30.
Relationship talk: The
Young Men of Black Alliance will host
a panel discussion entitled
"Male-Female Relationships: Part
II" tonight at 7 in 220 Math-Science
Building.

CITY
Drug arrests: Two Bowling
Green residents, including a
University student, were arrested for
aggravated trafficking of LSD
Sunday night.
Kimberly A. WachteJL 308
McDonald North, and Gregory S.
Whitehead, 150 Manville Avenue,
were arrested after they sold 40 units
of the powerful hallucinogen to an
undercover Bowling Green police
officer. Wachtel's 1987 Honda was
seized in the arrest.
In a later search of 19-year-old
Wachtel's room, 60 additional LSD
tabs were found, along with other
drug paraphenalia.
Wachtel and Whitehead, 23, were
arraigned Monday morning and
remain in the Wood County Jail on a
117,500 cash bond. A preliminary
hearing has been set for 10:30 a.m.
Friday.
University police assisted in the
arrest.
Trial date set: May 21 was
established as the trial date for
19-year-old Tassick P. Zimmer,
charged along with Dale Ferguson,
for the murder of 10-year-oldSteve
Bankey Jr., in Wood County Pleas
Court Friday.
Zimmer and Ferguson, 30, are
accused of shooting the boy in the
head with a rifle after a night of
drinking at their East Poe Road
apartment on Feb. 19.
Zimmer has pleaded not guilty and
is being held in the Wood County Jail
on $80,000 bond. Ferguson has pleaded
not guilty by reason of insanity and is
being held on $100,000. He faces trial
May 15.

WORLD
Motion rejected: Goodyear
shareholders on Monday apparently
rejected an institutional investor's
motion that the tiremaker sever its
ties with a South African mining
company that bought Goodyear-South
Africa, a spokesman said.
Although the final vote had not been
tallied from the shareholders*
meeting in Akron, spokesman Walt
McClenny said there appeared to be
enough votes to reject the proxy
motion of College Retirement
Equities Fund, which owns 2 million
Goodyear shares worth about $73
million.
The fund proposed that Goodyear
sever its South African ties.

Compiled from local and wire reports

Weather

High 54
Low 35*

Shuttle launch scheduled
by Harry F. Rosenthal
Associated Press writer

CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. - NASA said there was
only a 40 percent chance that weather would delay
Tuesday's launch of the space shuttle Discovery on
its mission to place a telescope in orbit to look toward
the edge of the universe.
Launch of the 35th shuttle mission from Kennedy
Space Center was set for 8:47 a.m. EDT. There was a
chance that low clouds could push that time back.
Once in orbit, the Hubble Space Telescope, 43 feet
long, 14 feet in diameter and weighing 24,250 pounds,
will be lifted out of Discovery's cargo bay with the

ship's mechanical arm, given an exacting checkout,
ana will be dropped overboard Wednesday afternoon
if all goes well.
The telescope, being launched seven years late because of the 1986 Challenger accident and technical
Eroblems, represents an investment of more than $2
illion - $1.5 billion for the telescope itself and $600
million for spare parts, astronaut training and
ground support. It will cost $200 million a year to
operate and maintain.
The flight is deemed so important that all five of
the crew are veterans of previous flights. Commander Loren J. Shriver and pilot Charles F. Bolden each
have flown once before.

Mission specialists Bruce McCandless II and
Kathryn D. Sullivan not only have flown before but
also have space-walking experience. They'll be
ready to make space walks to rectify any problems
with the telescope. And mission specialist Steven A.
Hawley, whose iob it is to operate the mechanical
arm that lifts the telescope out, has two rni«ri«i«
under his belt.
The telescope's 94-inch mirror, according to experts, is the most flawless ever made. It was designed to capture and magnify light from nearly the
farthest reaches of the universe — light created billions of years ago when stars and solar systems were
See Shuttle, page 3.

University
advises on
safe sex
by John Meola
staff writer

University students who are sexually
active should be aware that the odds
are against them.
Dr. Joshua Kaplan, director of the
Student Health Center, estimated
about 80 percent of students are sexually active and about 10 percent of them
are carrying a STD.
Therefore, the average sexually active student faces a one-in-10 chance of
contracting a sexually-transmitted
disease after having unprotected sex
with a new partner, he explained.
On campus, the most common venereal diseases are chlamydia and herpes, Kaplan said.
"Roughly 10 percent of all sexually
active students are infected with chlamydia," he said. "That is pretty much
consistent with national statistics for
all young adults."
However, other STDs are not as,
common, he said.
Only 1 percent of all University stu-

Racing tO Bed
BG News/Mark Deckard '
Members of Zeta Beta Tau fraternity pull a bed In the bed races sponsored by Sigma Alpha Epsilon fraternity. Proceeds trom
the event went to the Link, a local crisis intervention hotline. Theta Chi won the fraternity division while Delta Gamma won the
sorority division.

D See STD, page 7.

Pig roast almost cancelled
Misinformation and red tape blamed for problems
by Michelle Matheson
staff writer

University
'can learn
from spill'
by Jeremy S. Weber
staff writer

Misinformation and a lack of cooperation from city officials almost
forced Country Buck's Pig Roast II to
be cancelled Saturday.
Bob "Buck" Bramlish, organizer of
the event, said complications started to
arise Thursday when he was contacted
by the director of Greek Life, Ohio Department of Liquor Control and the
president of the board for the Wood
County Fairgrounds — where the pig
roast was planned.

As Overman Hall's mercury spill
cleanup nears completion, University officials are exploring ways to
insure against similar incidents in
the future.
Workers are "99 percent finished" with the cleanup, said Clifton Boutelle, director ot University
public relations. Work should be
completed today or Wednesday,
when O.H. Materials Corporation
finishes testing of vapor levels, he
added.
Vice President of Operations
Robert Martin said the spill served
as a learning experience.
a See Mercury, page 7.

Organizers of the event prepared
carefully in an attempt to anticipate
every situation. Bramlish said, but it
was determined later, after a series of
incorrect information and an abundance of red tape, that the party would
violate liquor control permit laws.
Patty Haskins, spokeswoman for the
liquor control department, said the
party would have been considered an
''open" party because it was located in
a public place and advertised with
flyers and posters.
"When there is an event where liquor
is sold or given away and is open to the
public, there has to oe a permit," Haskins said.

Low court
aids rights
of students

However, Bramlish questioned enforcement of the law.
"The law is the law," Bramlish said.
"I don't have a problem with that, but
it's not enforced all the time. The same
thing happens every year at East
Merry, we just wanted to do it better —
more organized and safer."

by Michelle Matheson
staff writer

However, when the party was cancelled, organizers found a way to salvage
what they could, he said.
"We could disband and give it up or
pull together and make it work,"
Bramlish said.
Party staff members met with Jeff
Uhlman, the owner of Howards Club H,

BG News/Brock Vlsnich
Bob 'Buck' Bramlish hands out free plzia at Howard's Club H, to where Country Buck's
Pig Roast II was moved after alcohol permit problems forced the event to be banned
from the Wood County Fairgrounds.

and tried to set up a situation where
both groups would benefit.
Blitzen, the band who played for the
party donated their time to the effort.
Mid-West Stamping's donation of free
pizza was given away during the party.
Linda Marko, another pig roast or-

[

ganizer, said she was disappointed with
the way things happened.
"We re not mad, we're hurt because
we tried to do something responsible,
organized and promote safety — we
tried to do it their way and we got punished," Marko said.

University students can stand up for
their legal rights through small claims
court, according to Greg Bakies, attorney for Student Legal Services.
Small claims court is geared for the
average person, he said, because there
are no lawyers or a long, involved process.
It only takes about 15 minutes and HO
to file a claim in Bowling Green, Bakies
said, and University students frequently have won cases in this court
Joanna Sweebe, senior finance and
a See Court, page 7.
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Blood doners
extend lives
A personal sacrifice may save a life.
However, so far this week at the University
blood drive, not many people have been willing to
make that sacrifice.
TTie number of blood donors reached a record low
71 on its first day, according to Judy Goris, the
chairwoman of the blood drive. At least 250 donors
are needed each day to meet the week's goal of
1000.
With more than 17,000 students and faculty on this
campus, making this goal should not be difficult.
Excuses such as "It is too far to go to give blood,"
and "It takes too much time to give blood," are not
sufficient. The drive is taking place in the Lenhart
Grand Ballroom and the process only takes about
an hour.
It only takes a little time, effort and the desire to
help others who are in need — the only real costs of
giving blood.
The collection and donation methods are safe and
sterile and the individuals taking the blood are
Srofessionals. Therefore, the possibilities of con•acting AIDS and other diseases are impossible.
Giving blood is a safe and simple practice and
has a positive impact on many individuals' lives.
Wouldn't you want the same sort of sacrifice if
you were in need?

False alarms
are not a joke
Fire!
A very simple word, yet one that always
seems to get one's attention and always seems to
cause a disturbance.
Lately, however, there seems to be an overabundance of the word stemming from the frequent fire
alarms sounding in Founders Quadrangle and in
Offenhauer East.
Sometimes two and three times a night, sleeping
students are roused from their beds at the sound of
a screaming fire alarm.
It appears the individuals who are pulling these
alarms think they are funny and they get a kick out
of watching people climb out of bed and stand out in
the cold rain or snow at 2 or 3 a.m.
But instead of being a form of entertainment,
these pranks have many negative ramifications.
They wake sleeping people, yes, but pulling a
false fire alarm and causing a public disturbance is
a criminal offense. And the fact they are illegal and
can be dangerous to masses of people cannot be
overlooked, either.
But even these don't act as deterrants.
So to those individuals who are pulling the
alarms, take a look at what you are doing — you
can only cry wolf so many times before people don't
listen.
The pranks you thought were funny before may
have serious consequences when the real thing
occurs and people may not be coming out of that
building. These people will really be the ones to suffer.
Now is that really worth the so-called fun?
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Where did it come from?
I lay awake last Thursday
night at 12:30 a.m. waiting for a
deep stage of sleep to come
about. I tossed and turned as I
tried to unwind from a busy day
of attending classes and covering Greek events.
Every time I tried to close my
eyes, I saw the Greek alphabet
and heard the word "philanthropy" ringing in my ears. Just
when I had hopes of finally drifting off into the realms of somewhere no Greek has ever been
before, I heard a group lurking
outside in the darkness.
"My God, not again! This
can't be happening!" I cried out
in terror.
Spray cans In hand, the group
went about its business as I watched from my window.
The scene was chaotic as sup
posedly mature collegiate
fraternity men ran around chasing one another,( screaming and
yelling the "F' word in every
sentence and throwing one another in the pond. One member
urinated on a pine tree while six
others painted the sidewalks.
A car drove by and yelled
something out the window to the
group. A fraternity member acted as any mature man would
and swore back at him. The car
turned around and the fraternity
member stood in front of the car
while two other members approached and surrounded it.

But, in the end, it was car vs.
the original brave fraternity
man who remained standing in
front of the car, refusing to

Off the Beat
ft

fc^HP*

Sandy
^timm'
Kowalsky
guest
columnist

I'd have to say the car won, as
it drove off through the parking
lot with the fraternity member
on the hood.
Blue, red, black, purple,
white, green, yellow, grey.
Thanks to fraternities and
sororities, "the rock," as it is
commonly called, has changed
colors more times since rve
been here than Ronald Reagan
said "I don't remember" in the
Iran-Contra hearings.
Three weeks ago, I started my
quest for knowledge and truth
about this mammoth piece of

stone. More than 20 sources
later, I am convinced nobody on
this campus knows just how the
rock got placed next to Peregrine Pond or who put it there.
There are no records of the
rock in the library archives and
the public relations department
doesn't know anything about it. I
Sake with the previous dean of
udents. physical plant
workers, the IFC president, the
assistant vice president of student affairs, several alumni and
the geology department.
I stumped Fact Line and, as
always, Greek Life remains
clueless.
Jane Forsyth, geology professor, told me the rock is a Canadian boulder carried here by the
glaciers.
Chuck Codding, director of the
physical plant, said the rock was
put there so students wouldn't
paint the buildings, sidewalks
and lampposts.
Did you hear that, fraternity
boys?
Wayne Colvin, director of
Greek Life, informed me there
used to be a plaque on the rock
and "some fool put it there to be
painted."

fice.
"Hello, Greek Life," the secretary says.
"Yes, we'd like to make an
appointment to paint the rock
tonight," a fraternity member
says.
"I'm sorry, the rock has been
scheduled up until Friday.
There is no way we can squeeze
you in,'' she states.
"mat? It's scheduled all
week?" the devastated member
asks.
"I'm sorry. I can put you down
for next week if you'd like," she
responds.
•'Okay, we'll take it," he says
reluctantly.
"All right. Now remember,
you are urged to paint during the
early hours of the evening to
prevent noise concerns in the
halls. Also, be sure to call public
safety and the Darrow Hall
desk. And for goodness sakes,
don't use the quadrestrooms to
clean up and don't paint anything besides the rock. That
means no painting the lampposts or sidewalks," she
strongly urges.

"Of course. We always adhere
to Greek Life rules and do our
best to uphold our image and the
Painting the rock is serious community standards," he rebusiness and a certain proce- plies.
dure must be followed, according to the Greek Life office.
Sandy Kowalsky is the Greek
It is Monday morning and the beat reporter and a guest colphone rings in the Greek Life of- umnist for The News.

Letters
Capusle message has
abusive sexual attitude
To the Editor:
Utter revulsion is my gut
reaction to the response of Billy
my
Horn in the March 14 issue of the
BG News. If Horn had the sense
to admit he made a mistake by
using the quote "Sex without
fear and pain is like food without
taste," I could have forgiven
him, but his insistence that he
was not out of line infuriates me.
By advocating the flip treatment
of the pain and fear of the sexually abused, Horn condones the
abuse. Tuning out rape victims
by callously perpetuating an attitude that will trade the selfworth and emotional well-being
of women for the physical pleasure of men is repugnant.
For Horn to claim, as he did in

his response, that his scribbling
is meaningless is a lie. He should
realize by now that the actions of
one person affect others. One
cannot repeat a demeaning
quote and expect not to be held
responsible for the harm
caused. The growing number of
sexually abused cannot read a
quote like that and not feel debased. Being numb to the pain of
others is inexcusably immature.
There is much more to life than
"Party on, dude."
I would be ashamed to be a
member of an organization represented by such a narrowminded and insensitive individual. Phi Kappa Tau, the Greek
system and even the University
are marred by Horn's actions. I
hope I never meet him.
Amy Zitzelberger
Toledo, Ohio

The BG News welcomes guest
columnists. Interested persons are
encouraged to submit materials.
Green Harvest

Wrong side depicted
To the Editor:
During the recent campaigns
for USG President, two BG
News (editorials) depicted Kevin Coughlin as a theiving and
corrupt individual.
Lo and behold, one of his opponents In that campaign, and
then later a backer for Corrigan,
has been arrested for a number
of crimes. I'm sure Mr. Kelsey
and Mr. Cruz will not be giving
us any of their cerebral humor
on the arrest of Mr. Taliaferro.
Maybe one should really know
what's going on before one gives
bad press on one person to make
those who are truly theiving and
corrupt look good. A rose by any
other name would simply wither
and die. It looks as if the roses of
Kelsey and Cruz are being renamed. Enloy planting a new
garden, lads.
Lawrence Dale, Jr.
517 Offenhauer East

Respond
Letters to the editor
should be a maximum of
200-300 words in length and
should be typewritten,
double-spaced, and signed.
Address or on-campus
mailbox number along
with your telephone number for verification, must
be included.
The News reserves the
right to reject any material that is offensive, malicious or libelous. All submissions are subject to
condensation.
Please address all submissions to:
Editorial Editor
The BG Newt
21( West Hall

byV.M.C.
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BG blood drive
at all time low
by Brock WhJtaker
reporter
Blood collection at the University hit a new low Monday, when
only 71 donors gave at the campus bloodmobile.
"This is the worst day I've
ever seen," said Judy Goris,
Red Cross blood drive chairwoman.
The goal for the week-long
drive is 1,000 pints, she said, so
at least 200 pints are needed
each day.
"When there's a shortage of
blood it's the patients and their
families who feel the impact,"
said Stacy Bolyard said, a student director of on-campus Red
Cross blood drives.
"People say you should donate
only if you have a rare blood
type but what people don't realize is, the more common the
blood type the more patients
there are who need your blood,"
she said.

Dick Oakley, Red Cross director for the Bowling Green area,
said that although supplies get
low, patients never go without
blood.
"It gets touchy and the shelves can get pretty bare, but no
one ever goes without," Oakley
said.
Bolyard and Oakley
the reason most people
pie do not
give blood is they were never
asked.
"There is always a need for
blood," Oakley said. "We can do
a lot more with blood than just
transfuse it. There are four
major products we can get from
blood to treat cancer patients,
burn victims and hemophiliacs."
Oakley said it is impossible to
contract AIDS by donating blood
and all blood test results are
kept strictly confidential.
''When blood is drawn, the
equipment is used once and then
disposed," said Joanne Navin, a
registered nurse at the Student
Health Center.

Mayor
declares
day for
pageant
by Jill Novak
staff writer

BG News/Mark Oeckard
Volunteer nurse Linda Meyer of Portage, O., reads while waiting for donors Monday afternoon. The Red Cross
blood drive collected only 71 pints Monday, as compared to an average of 200 pints a day for past drives, according to Red Cross Blood Drive Chairwoman Judy Goris.

USG strongly opposes new parking plan
by Mart Mighell
staff writer

A tired freshman woman returns to the University late in
the night after a weekend at
home. She reluctantly parks her
car in the required spaces in Lot
6 on the campus' east side. A
dark, lonely walk of nearly one
mile lies ahead as she slings her
purse over her shoulder and returns alone — and hopefully unnoticed — to her residence hall
on the west side of campus.
The University administrators' proposed parking plan for
1990 opens the door for such a
scenerio.
The $4,000 plan handles the
campus parking problem by
moving freshmen and sophomore cars to Lot 6 and junior
and senior cars to the lots on the
west side of campus, according

to Undergraduate Student
Government President Kevin
Coughlin.
This plan received a unanimous thumbs-down by USG at a
General Assembly meeting
Monday night as a senate bill —
strongly opposing the parking
plan —was passed.
"Reshuffling cars won't cut
down the parking problem; it's
only going to create a headache," Coughlin said. "I don't
think it's worth the money."
Funds allocated to the parking
Broposal include improved shute service —with possible extended hours, improved parking
lot lighting and exclusive stickers for the cars.
Coughlin said the plan is not
student oriented and sends a
negative message to incoming
students.
"We spend thousands of dollars at orientation to tell them

they're part of the family, then
we put them out in Lot 6 no matter where they live," he said.
"Besides students parking far
from their rooms, those freshmen and sophomores would
have to find alternate parking
every football weekend under
this proposal," he said.

Linda Schnetzer, USG cabinet
member, said the safety factor
— or lack thereof — is her
biggest concern.
"Think of all the women who
would have to walk back to their
rooms alone," she said. "The
bus shuttle and the escort service would run later, but not all

Shuttle
D Continued from page 1.
in their earliest stages of formation.
"Hubble has no rivals," said
Lennard Fisk, NASA's chief
scientist. "Never before have
we had a telescope or observatory with this capability, and it
will not be surpassed until we
begin to establish observatories
on the moon some day."
Above the atmosphere, which
distorts visible light and blocks
out ultraviolet, X-rays and ga-

mma rays, the telescope will be
able to see objects SO times
dimmer than those that can be
observed from the ground.
With this new tool, astronomers will see these celestial objects as they were billions of
years ago. That should help determine whether the Big Bang
that created the universe was 10
billion years ago, 20 billion years
ago or somewhere in between,
as scientists believe.

Summer 1990 BG News editor
Fall 1990 BG News editor
1990-91 Gavel editor
1991 Key editor
1990-91 Miscellany editor
1990-91 Obsidian editor

night ... and I don't think the
lighting is adequate for walking
from the parking lot to the other
side of campus.
In other USG business, the
General Assembly passed legislation urging the instalation of
liquid soap and paper towel dispensers or electric hand dryers
into all residence hall restrooms.
The senate bill originated with
a petition signed by more than
345 Kreischer Quadrangle residents who were tired of wiping
their washed, wet hands on their
Cts, according to Jonathan
ax, USG senator who is
sponsoring the bill.
"I will be meeting with University directors to include the
bill in their next budget," Truax
said. "But I imagine it's too late
for the 1990-91 year."

The Miss Bronze Pageant repeatedly draws
crowds of more than 1,000
and Phi Beta Sigma
fraternity, the sponsor of
this philanthropy for the
past 17 years, always is
satisfied with the turnout.
But, this year the fraternity will receive an additional honor, as the first
black fraternity ever to
have a day named for its
philanthropy when April 21
will be "Miss Bronze Day"
in Bowling Green.
Mayor Edwin Miller
proclaimed the day because he saw the philanthropy as an important
event needing as much
support and recognition as
possible.
"I think it's important
that we recognize minorities, and a function like
this is a credit to the camfus and the University and
have no problem encouraging this kind of activity
on campus," he said.
Miller also will be among
the several distinguished
panelists who will judge
the eight contestants on
talent, poise and cognitive
ability, according to
Claude Tiller, graduate
adviser of the fraternity.
This will be Miller's first
time serving as a judge,
and he said he is really
looking forward to the
chance to observe" the
pageant in this capacity.
As long as he is mayor in
Bowling Green, Miller said
Miss Bronze Day will be
celebrated. The event is
Q See Pageant, page 4.
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Fire interrupts music/star show
by Chuck Travis
staff writer

The audience attending a music snow at
the Univeristy Planetarium Saturday expected the stars and planets — but not the
Umclunk, a free-form textural music
group, was performing before more than 100
people when an overheated bass amplifier
caught fire, forcing the audience to evacuate.
"Fire! Fire! Everybody out!" one of the
performers yelled, as the audience remained seated, believing it to be part of the
show.
Not until group members tried to extin-

guish the fire did the audience realize it was
not part of the star/music show.
"It was really freaky, I really thought it
was part of the show," said Billy Hanway,
owner of Madhatter Records, who was attending.
After the flames were extinguished, a
member of the group carried the smoldering
amplifier outside to the accompaniment of a
fire alarm.
Mark Klem, a patron of the show, said he
too thought it was part of the performance.
"I saw the fire start and said 'Oh, that's
really neat, they have a fireplace going',"
Klem said.
Guitarist John Binkowski had borrowed
the amplifier from his brother, Joe, to use in

the show, but neither seemed concerned
about it.
"Oh well, it was old anyway," Joe Binkowski said.
The fire did not jeopardize plans to use the
planetarium for future music and light
shows, according to Dale Smith, director of
the planetarium.
"The fire was extinguished almost to textbook perfection ... no one was hurt and I'm
looking forward to more music shows in the
future," Smith said.
The positive side of the incident is a new
tape for the band.
"The show, including the fire, was caught
on tape and is going to be sold at Madhatter
Records," said Chris Comer, the band's
founder.

Hispanics face hardship in BG
Misconceptions about ethnic group lead to stereotypes
by Jill Novak
staff writer

Hispanic Awareness Week
ended Saturday with an
alumni/award banquet and a
scholarship dance, and the

weeklong series of activities
seemed to be quite a success in
terms of turnout and student involvement.
However, despite the success
of the week, several prominent
members of the Hispanic population in Bowling Green believe
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for Summer 1990 and Fall 1990-91
school year.
2 bedroom, furnished or unfurnished,
gas heat & water included,
air conditioning
• 2 bedroom furnished, 9 month lease for $470
• unfurnished, 9 month lease for $395

Resident Manager,
641 Third St., Apt. 4, B.G.
352-4380

the Hispanic community has a
difficult time integrating with
other community members because of negative attitudes displayed by the majority of citizens toward their group.
According to Alicia Fernandez, state director of Ohio
Farmworker Opportunities and
a community member for 25
years, too many people lack
knowledge and exposure to the
Hispanic culture.
However, one of several
things Bowling Green citizens
can do to help make everyone
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more comfortable with one another is to first recognize the
problem, and then realize "we
all contribute to the problem and
have to make adjustments,' she
said.
People also need to acknowledge the positives in the Hispanic culture that they can learn
from and realize the Hispanic
community is a diverse group
because many people tend to
lump all Hispanics into one
group.
"In general, the community
tends to see most Hispanics as
farmworkers and have the same
negative reaction to all Hispanics," she said, when there are
actually many established and
successful individuals in the
community.
However, Fernandez said the
Grception that many people
ve towards Hispanics is "you
are Hispanic, you just got here."
According to Manuel Vadillo,
director of multicultural student
services, people must realize
"Hispanic is not a race, it's an
ethnic group" and once people
realize this, the stereotype of
Hispanics will disappear.
He also believes the Hispanics
are amalgamated into one group
as a whole, and "in this area, all
O See Hispanic, page 8.

BG News/Brock Vlsnich
The source of the fire, a borrowed speaker, smokes outside the Planetar
lum as the evacuated crowd looks on.

Pageant
O Continued from page 3.
slated for April 21 in the Lenhart
Grand Ballroom at 7:30 p.m.
Eight contestants attending
the University will compete for
scholarship money which comes
from the $6 pre-sale tickets and
$7 at the door, according to Til-

AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL
WRITE-A-THON

MASLOWS

Monday April 9th —April 12th
in the Union Foyer 9am-4pm

Right to be Human: A Biography of Abraham Maslow,

This is proving to be
the best defensive weapon
in the the fight for human rights.

will address the University community Thursday, April 12,

Also presenting: Marjory Byler

at 7:00 p.m. in Room 1007, Business Administration Building.
Author of several additional works, including The Man Who Dreamed

is a clinical psychologist in private practice in New York City.

Myles, owner of Myles Pizza and
Myles Dairy Queen, on April 18
with a plaque and award, he
said.

sun

Midwesi Director of Amnesty international,
to speak on human rights and the events in
South America. South Africa, the USSR, and
Eastern Europe. Thursday April 12th at
7:OOpm in 121 west Hall.
In conjuction with Student Services

of Tomorrow: The Life and Thought of Wilhelm Reich, and The Way
of Splendor: Jewish Mysticism and Modem Psychology, Dr. Hoffman

People from throughout Wood
County generally attend the
event and many alumni are
usually present, Tiller said.
Several community members
repeatedly have helped with the
Miss Bronze Pageant and the
fraternity will honor Chip

Ill 1

LEGACY
Edward Hoffman, author of the recently published The

The fraternity began planning
for the event in September and
Tiller said he expects at least
1,200 people to attend because he
has been working hard to get the
media interested in the event.
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This long awaited biography - the first - has been well
received, and provides much hitherto unknown material about its

SIGMA ALPHA €PSILON
PRDDV Q. MURPHV

subject, the humanistic psychologist who made the concept self-

(SAE) Berlin - Paddy Murpy was recently sighted atop the crumbling Berlin

actualization one of the more popular ideas of the 70s, and who,

Wad. Although several spectators thought Paddy was merely caught up in the

throughout much of his professional life, researched and proposed

gloiy of Eastern Europe finally achieving its freedom, ha was actually suffering
from a severe case of Fahrvergnugen. Later he was seen scrambling to the top

answers to the provocative question: What does it mean to be
fully human? Maslow died prematurely of a massive heart attack in
1970.
The presentation, sponsored jointly by the College of Education
and Allied Professions and the Department of Educational
Foundations & Inquiry, will be entitled: "The Legacy of Abraham
Maslow."

of the Brandenburg 6ate, where he repeatedly shouted "Does anyone have any
cups!" Paddy is due in Bawling Green an Friday.
Controversy struck the reunited city of Berlin whan Paddy Murphy was apprehended while trying to charge visiting East Germans a five dollar caver charge
with a three drink minimum. Paddy was quickly taken into custody by German
officials, but was immediately released after telling authorities that ha was afflicted with a severe ease of Fahrvergnugen.
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Obscenity charges may not stick

EPA accepts strategy for cleanup Winfrey 'wouldn't trade places'

CINCINNATI (AP) — Obscenity charges against a museum showing Robert Mapplethorpe's sexually graphic photographs probably
wouldn't stick if a judge determines the pictures are legitimate art,
lawyers and professors specializing in constitutional law said Monday.
They called the case against the Contemporary Arts Center the
first obscenity prosecution based on a museum display. They said
getting a conviction will be difficult because the U.S. Supreme Court
has ruled that legitimate artwork can't be found obscene.
"In a sense, a spell was broken when this indictment was filed because, until now. it had been truly unimaginable that a serious museum would be charged with this crime," said Floyd Abrams, a New
York City lawyer who handles First Amendment cases.

CINCINNATI (AP) — The Environmental Protection Agency and
the Energy Department agreed to a new plan for the SI billion
cleanup of the Fernald uranium processing plant, the agencies announced Monday.
The proposed consent agreement, subject to Justice Department
review, replaces a 1986 pact between the EPA and Energy Department. But it would continue cleanup investigations that began under
a 1986 agreement.
Valdas Adamkus, the EPA's regional administrator in Chicago,

A Hamilton County grand jury indicted the Arts Center and its director, Dennis Barrie, on misdemeanor charges of pandering obscenity and of displaying pictures of nude children. If convicted, Barrie would face six months in Jail and fines of 18,000.

Adamkus said the EPA will use the agreement to ensure that the
Energy Department properly handles the cleanup of radioactive
contamination at the Feed Materials Production Center, 18 miles
northwest of Cincinnati. The plant processed uranium for the
government's production of nuclear weapons.
"Today's proposed agreement requires U.S. DOE to clean up the
most contaminated areas on an accelerated schedule," Adamkus
said.

"Rally challenges college racism

Analyst calls statistics 'worthless' Celebrezze supports new panel
COLUMBUS (AP) — A statistical analyst for the Columbus police
said Monday that new FBI figures indicating the city led the state in
serious crimes last year are ''pretty worthless."
The FBI's preliminary Uniform Crime Report showed there were
59,491 serious crimes reported in Columbus.
Columbus was followed by Cleveland, with 43,746 serious crimes
reported. There were 32,680 in Toledo, 27,819 in Cincinnati, 21,142 in
Dayton, 16,727 in Akron and 7,187 in Youngstown.
'Tne numbers reflect police reports of murder, forcible rape, robbery, aggravated assault, burglary, larceny-theft and motor vehicle
"You have to be careful how you interpret these numbers," said
Columbus police Lt. John Carruthers, who heads the department's
research and development division. "They tell a story, but that story
can be misleading."
He said the city-by-city crime statistics "are pretty worthless, if
you want to know the truth. Different police departments have
different policies on what crimes they report and what they don't"

ATLANTA (AP) — Activist Angela Davis said black college stuCOLUMBUS (AP) — Teachers ought to have a greater role in setting their professional certification standards, but final authority dents today are in a better position to identify and challenge racism
should remain with the State Board of Education, Anthony J. Cele- from curriculums and from overt racist attacks on campus.
Davis told black students at Georgia State University to push
brezze Jr. said Monday.
The Democratic candidate for governor appeared before the mostly white universities to create black studies programs to crush
board at its request and voiced support for creation of a professional I on-campus racism.
standards panel whose members would be appointed by a governor.
But Celebrezze said such a standards panel should not be control"The message we must bring to campus communities across the
led by teachers, and the state school board should ultimately be recountry is that the problem is not so much ours," she said. "We
sponsible for teacher certification.
fought for the right of African-American students to have access to
"I think we need some sort of a board that sets standards. The the educational Institutions of this country only to realize that the
makeup of that board is very important. What I've told anyone who education... was flawed in and of itself."
asks me is that there shouldn't be a majority of any one segment of
The conference she addressed Saturday was devoted to problems
education on that board," Celebrezze said.
of black students at predominantly white colleges.
"I think ultimately the authority should be vested in the State
Board of Education. There can be a professional standards board or
Davis was acquitted of aiding radicals in a courthouse shooting in
review board that reviews situations and makes recommendations.
Marin County. Calif., in 1972. In 1980 she was a vice presidential
The ultimate policy, I think, should be vested in the elected officandidate on the Communist Party ticket. She now teaches women's
cials," he told reporters later.
and ethnic studies at San Francisco State University.
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NEW YORK (AP) — She's got a new show, her own production
company and is one of the nation's richest women. But Oprah Wtafrey
said she feels like she's just coming into her own at age 36.
,f
I wouldn't trade places with anybody," Winfrey says in the May
issue of Ladles Home Journal. "I'm growing up. I'm really growing
up. And I think that I'm getting better because of it"
She said this past year was rough, with the tabloids sensationalizing her ongoing weight battle, her relationship with her buy fi loud,
Stedman Graham, and her half-brother's death from AIDS.
But at the same time she became the first black to own a TV and
film company, which is producing a new television series, "Brewster Place," in which she stars. If s scheduled to air sometime this
spring.
She said not too long ago she worried about not being married, but
now that doesn't bother her.
"We're not married because I'm not ready to be married," the
said of Graham. " ... Whatever we have now would be destroyed if
we got married."
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Student Association
Wishes to Congratulate
The New 1990-91 Council:
B.J. Barber
Doreen Cutway
Scott H. Snyder
Jennifer Yetzer
Mark Franks
Florence Maggiotto
Jenny Ross
BUI Vogt
Wendy Hanselman
Lisa Melroy
Tony Thallman
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Informative
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Organization
would like to
congratulate the following
students for their outstanding
leadership contributions.
Jennie Mabee
Brooke Murphree
Lisa Rinschler
Chris Waehrer
Scott Weber

Congratulations!
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Ohio vote delayed

170 die in ferry blaze

Board member asks for extension to rewrite resolution
by Beth Grace
Associated Press writer

COLUMBUS — The State
Board of Education on Monday
delayed a vote on a resolution to
ban television commercials in
public schools because its sponsor said the measure was too
narrow in scope.
Board member William
Moore asked for time to rewrite
it so the board's action would
neither offend the 117 schools
that already have contracted for
Channel One or give the appearance of endorsing the service.
"It's a two-sided blade," he
said.
Moore said he will draft a new
proposal that will ensure Channel One is not endorsed as the
exclusive provider of satellite
technology available to Ohio's
612 school districts. The new
measure also will authorize a

committee to explore all such
innovations.
Channel One, a 12-minute
news program that contains two
minutes of commercials, is provided free to schools across the
nation by the Whittle Communications Educational Network of
Knoxville, Tenn.
The use of advertisements in
what otherwise is a television
news report aimed at broadening students' awareness of current events has sparked debate
across the country. The state
board over the weekend heard a
proposal for a commercial-free
network to be run by the state
Department of Education.
Several board members said
Monday the classroom is no
place to make a sale.
Constance Rice of South Charleston said she is "a free-market
cheerleader" but objects to
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Anthony J. Russo of Mayfield
village said he sees a bigger
problem —program quality.
"We have no control or veto
over the content of the program
itself," he said. "I could see how
this concept could be abused."
Other members said they
were concerned about the length
of contracts districts have
signed with Whittle for the service and whether districts could
end such agreements if they objected to the program quality or
content.
Whittle attorney William J.
Brown, former Ohio attorney
general, told the board that if a
district decides it no longer
wants Channel One it is free to
end the association and return
the television equipment the
company provided.

LYSEKIL, Sweden — Police reached the
midship cabins of a burned-out ferry Monday
and found families who died together at the
heart of the fire, the bodies of parents lying over
children in a desperate attempt to save them.
Inspector Leif Skoglund raised the estimated
death toll to 170 in the suspicious weekend blaze
that destroyed the Norwegian North Sea ferry
Scandinavian Star. He said one victim in every
four may have been a child.
"It was incredible," he said, groping for
words to describe the scene. "They are so Badly
burned."
Police in Oslo, Norway, said the death toll
could reach 200. Spokesman Arne Huuse said
the figures were unreliable, constantly changing, and a conclusive count might not be available for days.
"We may never find out how many there were
because some bodies are in such bad shape that
not even dental records may help," said Dr.
Tom Brokopp, leader of the medical rescue
team.
In Britain, police began an arson investigation of a fire on the Irish Sea car ferry
Norrona that killed one man early Monday and
injured 32 people. The Norrona was carrying
297 people from Milford Haven, Wales, to Rosslare, Ireland.
A statement from the owners, the B and I
shipping line of Dublin, said the fire started in
two unoccupied sleeping cabins and arson was
suspected.
A possible link of the Scandinavian Star fire
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to three ferry fires last year, including one in
September that killed two Swedes, was being
checked.
Previous estimates that 500 passengers and
crew were aboard were largely guesswork and
probably low, Skoglund said, since children
under 7 travel free and would not be listed.
"There were a lot of families on board," he
said.
The fire started before dawn Saturday while
the ferry was bound from Oslo to Frederikshavn, Denmark.
Most of the victims were Norwegians and
Danes. Four British citizens and an American
singer were among those missing and presumed dead. The American was identified as
Ruth E. Rome, 27, part of a seven-member
song-and-dance troupe from New York City.
The fire also apparently took the life of Jens
C. Hagen, founder of the ship's operating com^Things
_ : point clearly in the direction of arson," said Magnar Aukrust, assistant police
chief of Oslo. "One survivor has explained seeing a person putting fire to inflammable material."
He did not provide details.
Leila Freival, the Swedish justice minister,
told reporters in Lysekil, a small port 240 miles
from Stockholm, that a joint Nordic inquiry
commission would convene Tuesday in Oslo to
investigate the fire. A separate maritime commission is to begin hearings Wednesday in Copenhagen, Denmark.
Criticism was leveled at ferry captain Hugo
Larsen and his crew, most of them Filipino or
Portuguese, for allegedly being unprepared for
an emergency.
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Arson suspected; possible link to other ferry fires

commercials being used in the
curriculum.
"These companies are doing
this because they want to realize
a profit ... by advertising to a
captive audience," she said.
"These kids have no choice but
to be there."
Mary Goodrich of Zanesville
said the decision to allow Channel One and its commercials in
the schools should be left to local
boards of education.
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Africa wars cause starvation
by J. J. Thompson
staff writer

Thousands die each year in African countries from starvation, but this is not due to a
lack of food.
According to John G. Merriam, associate
professor of political science, enormous
amounts of food are available from food relief programs, but the food is not being distributed to the people because of politics. In
countries such as Ethiopia, Mozambique
and Sudan, wars between ethnic groups, rebel forces and the government have been going on for a number of years. These warring
groups stop the transportation of food convoys and use the foocf supply to cripple opposing forces.
"Hunger is a weapon of war," Merriam
said.
In the Sudan, where the Sudan Peoples

Liberation Army is fighting against the
government, groups ana government forces
take turns disrupting food aid, he said.
"The government uses Soviet MiGs to attack convoys — they don't want people fed in
the rebel areas," Merriam said. "They want
to cripple the movement."
Warring tribes disrupt food distribution by
stopping convoys and raiding villages to
prevent food from reaching enemy tribes or
groups loyal to the government, he said.
However, Merriam said, food does reach
people in areas loyal to the government.
"Not everybody is starving — just in war
torn areas," he said.
To end the famine, Merriam said officals
need to establish peace first so the food can
get through.
"It comes down to political negotiations,"
Merriam said.
One of the other problems contributing to
the famine is the food gap.

Also contributing to the problem are bad
agricultural policies. Merriam said the
government pays farmers below market
prices for what they produce.

by Don Hoppert
reporter

paid.
Sweebe gave her two-week notice, but Glass City refused to
pay her for the vacation time.
"They said I had to be there a
year to get vacation pay, but the
(union) contract never stated
that," she said.
After talking to the union
president and Glass City managment resulted in no action,
she took them to small claims
court where she won her case
and was awarded about $225.
"I went to court because I was

Representatives from 13 universities in Indiana, Kentucky,
"This is a disincentive for food producMichigan and Ohio met with the
tion," he said.
University's Golden Key Honor
Merriam said the droughts and floods in
Society this weekend during
these countries are also a problem, since
their annual Great Lakes rethey do not have a surplus of food.
gional meeting,
According to Scott Havice, the
Politics is not the sole reason for starvacorresponding secretary for the
tion in Africa, but it must be solved first so
Great Lakes chapter of the
food readily available can be transported.
Golden Key Honor Society, the
members of the society tried to
"The primary thing is to solve the political
accomplish a long list of pre-set
problems," he said. "The best thing is to
goals during the meeting.
achieve peace and to plant food."
"We had several speakers at
the conference, including
speakers from The Well on time
and stress management," Haangry that I was being honest aged refrigerator.
and got screwed over," she said,
Siliko, 21, from Broadview kvice said.
attributing her win to Bakies' Heights, O., said Violet charged
advice and preparation for the the students $371 for the damaged refrigerator.
case.
Other University students also
Brehm and Siliko obtained eshave found small claims court to timates from appliance stores
be effective in solving legal which set the value of the refrigerator between $80-$100 and
problems.
Madalyn Siliko, senior mar- then attempted to compromise
keting major, and Karen with their landlords.
Brehm, senior liberal studies
However, Siliko said Violet
major, both of 810 Fifth St., were would not compromise and
taken to court by Spitler and threatened to take them to court
Violet (S&V) Rentals tor a dam- if they did not pay the bill.

ther precautions when cleaning
up science buildings, Martin
said.
"There will be a more extensive survey of these buildings —
called an environmental assessment — before renovating,"
he said. "When you have science
buildings that have been in use

for 30 or 40 years, it's very likely
you will find something you
didn't expect."
After work on the building is
finished, Martin said renovations previously begun on the
second and third floors will resume, and the first floor will be
reopened for occupancy.

come pregnant.
Local gynecologist Dr. Ray
Hoag said chlamydia can cause
damage and scarring of the fallopian tubes and makes it difficult to get pregnant. It can also
cause fubal pregnancies — a
condition in which the fetus develops in the fallopian tubes
rather than in the uterus, he
said.
"It is the leading cause of
death (to women) in pregnancies," he said. "Tubal pregnancies are lost pregnancies — they
never survive."

surveillance."
As a precautionary measure,
Kaplan recommended that all
sexually-active students use
condoms. He also advised men
to be tested for STDs after they
have intercourse with a new
partner.

Court
a Continued from page 1.
marketing major from Sylvania, 0., filed a case against
Glass City Federal Credit Union
when she was not paid her accrued vacation time.
Sweebe, 21, 1005 Offenhauer
West, was a member of the
Aluminum Brick and Glass
Workers Union of the AFL-CIO
through her job. The union contract stated that if a two-week
notice is given before leaving
the job, vacation time that accrues is brought up to date and

"Africa is the only continent where the
birth rate exceeds the rate of production of
food," he said.

Golden Key holds
regional meeting
Several University faculty
members, such as Eloise E.
Clark, vice president of academic affairs, and Raymond
Tucker, IPCO professor, were
asked to speak to the group.
Havice said Tucker, who has
been an honarary member of the
society since 1065, was the
Keynote speaker during the luncheon.
Tucke; said he discussed the
rise of the mega-corporations,
the general public's fear of them
in the United States and the need
to stand up to bureaucracies.
He said people "need to stop
doing what is popular and to do
what they think is right — don't
follow the crowd."

Mercury
O Continued from page 1.
"It was an accident, and like
any accident, it could have been
prevented," Martin said. "After
an accident like this happens,
you do what you can and you
learn from it."
The University will take fur-

Cost of the operation will not
be determined until O.H. Materials bills the University. Martin
said this will take about 30 days.
The spill was discovered Feb.
24 and led to the evacuation of
the building and relocation of
several geology classes.

Preferred Properties
Phone 352-9378

♦
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STD
a Continued from page 1.
dents are infected with gonorrhea and almost no cases of
syphilis have been reported,
Kaplan said.
No students on campus have
been reported to have AIDS.
Kaplan said, yet he estimated
that one out of every 1,000 students here has the HTV virus
which, after about eight years of
incubation, leads to the fatal
disease.
A nationwide study of 20 college campuses last year
revealed about two out of every
1,000 students carrying the HIV
virus, the doctor said, and "I'd
guess that Bowling Green is
lower than average.
Students who engage in unprotected sex should realize the
severity of the consequences to
their health.
Neither chlamydia nor herpes
are life-threatening for men, but
they can cause a good deal of
pain and discomfort, Kaplan
said.
"The typical symptoms (of
chlamydia) for men include
urinary pain, discharge from
the penis and may include testicular pain," he said.
For herpes, he said men and
women experience pelvic pain
and babies born to mothers with
herpes will have "serious neurological damage."
Women who visit the health
center for their yearly pelvic
exam are automatically tested
for chlamydia, the doctor said..
However, if the disease goes undetected, severe complications
can result later when they be-
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Bahamas. South Paohc. Mauco
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AREN'T BOOKS JUST DUCKY!!
SURGEON GENERAL'S ADVISORY: Books Last Longer Than
Candy A Aren't Harmful
To Your Teeth!

FOX RUN
HAVEN HOUSE MANOR
PIEDMONT
BIRCHWOOD PLACE
HOUSES
All residents receive a membership to
CHERRYWOOD HEALTH SPA
Monday thai Friday 9:00 a.m.-4:30 p.m.

When diagnosed, the disease
can be treated with antibiotics
such as Erythromycin and
tetracyclines, Hoag said.

p\ Room Sl

Herpes affects pregnancies
differently, he said. While chlamydia can kill the mother and
cause blindness in the child,
herpes can kill a newborn at
birth while posing little danger
to the mother.
A person with herpes has it for
life, Hoag said, and the symptoms, which include vaginal rashes, come and go.
"In herpes, a woman shedding
a virus is life-threatening to the
baby," he said. "For herpes
patients, we do quite a bit of
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Brunch Buffet - $5.75
Monday
Fill Those Special Easier Baskets
With a Gift That Lasts. . .Give
A Book For Easter!
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University Bookstore
Student Services Bldg.
M-F 8-5
Sat. 9-5

TRAINING

CORPS
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Tuesday - Steak Night
Wednesday
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Thursday
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coupons, cash S
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Guitarist amazes audience
by J»m«s A. Tinker
staff writer

Like a painter dabbing his
canvas or a surgeon carefully
m»iring an incision. Stanley
Jordan manipulated his guitar
Saturday in Kobacker Hall as
only a dedicated craftsman can.
For more than two hours Jordan held a near-capacity crowd
spellbound as he employed his
famous "touch technique" to
perform classic songs including
''Eleanor Rigby," ''Stairway to
Heaven" and "Angel."
His solo tour, which began in
March, will continue for several
months until a bassist and a
drummer are added.
Jordan simultaneously played
lead, rhythm and bass and
awestruck audience members
initially gawked as if he was a
sideshow attraction. Eventually, the crowd stopped watching
so much and began listening
more.
What they heard was the lush
rich sound he is noted for on
albums such as "Magic Touch"
and his recently-released "Cornucopia."
Standing alone, Jordan's
hands danced across the
guitar's neck as his head
weaved. his shoulders rolled and
his left foot stomped in time with

the music.
Light reflected from his guitar
and flashed across the audience.
The mesmerized audience
looked like deer in the middle of
the road frozen by a headlight's
glare.
Jordan may have been the
only performer on stage, but he
did not seem to be alone. Like a
ventriloquist's dummy, his Travis Bean aluminum-neck guitar
came alive with music.
The Beatles classic "Eleanor
Rigby" walked, talked and wept
in a musical epic drawing from
classical, jazz, rhythm and
blues, rock and funk.
However, the 29-year-old
guitarist from Palo Alto. Calif.,
who was discovered while playing for change on a New York
street corner in 1984, is more
realistic about his trade.
"There's a lot of things I'm
aware of that I can't do," he
said.
Politely and humbly he explained how the guitar is simply
a tool he uses to express emotions — much the same way a
writer expresses himself with a
pen.
Following the show, Jordan
was no longer performing in the
spotlight ofa large, dim auditorium. Rather, in a narrow, lowceilinged hallway he chatted
about his craft with 25 fans.

New at DiBenedetto's

I

Silently, but eagerly, the
small group pressed closer to
glimpse his hands — many expecting to see leather-like calluses.
Instead, Jordan turned his
palms up to show 10 smooth performers not punished to entertain. His aggressive, innovative
style does not harm his hands,
he said, yet "if I bang a lot before warming up, I hurt my
bones."
When asked how much he
normally practices, Jordan said
sheepishly "I haven't touched it
for two weeks — but I'm usually
at it for hours and hours."
Even when not holding his
guitar, he practices by thinking
about the emotions he wants to
express through his music, he
said.

Such emotional expression
can be difficult if the audience is
not "on the same wave length,"
but Saturday's audience was

Linguine & cheese tortellini with our
delicious home-made meat sauce or
creamy alfredo sauce.
Eat in-carry out-or
:
Fast Free all day delivery
■

352-4663

■

■

"Wherever that song put you.
stay there for three minutes,
Jordan said, quoting his professor.
"Let that memory form," be
said to his second captivated
audience of the night.

Hispanic
D Continued from page 4.
Hispanics are thought of as Mexicans" regardless of where they
are from.
Fernandez said she faces
many misconceptions about who
she is and where she is from
with people who do not know

Csxotic Cremate
aDanceri

Pasta Galore!

"really great," he said.
"The audience is definitely a
factor... a mood is created."
By expanding upon jazz standards and rock classics, Jordan
created a variety of hypnotic
moods that seemed to perpetuate after his fingers were still.
Leaning against a white, brick
wall, Jordan recalled a composition class in which he was enrolled, while earning a music
degree at Princeton.
One of his music professors
would play songs and told the
class to remain silent for three
minutes after the piece's conclusion.

Every Wednesday Night
Friday 1-5
21 & over '1 cover
18-19-20 '3 cover

her.
"Personally, it doesn't bother
me, but it bothers me that it impacts the population that needs
(the community's) support,"
she said.
When someone sees a Hispanic achiever, the normal
reaction is "you must be
different (than other Hispanics)," Fernandez said.
However, this is also a great
misconception since Fernandez
herself is a former migrant
worker. She used education to
escape her poverty and earned
her high school diploma at age
30 and went on to obtain a bachelor's degree.
Recently, she received a
national award in Washington as
one of the top adult learners in
the country.
Fernandez also cited the lack
of role models for the Hispanic
community as one major prob-

BG News/Greg Homuk
World-renowned jazz guitarist Stanley Jordan was lost in a world of his
own making Saturday night In Kobacker Hall, as he bared his musical
soul through his famous "touch" style.

lem they face, she said, and
people should wonder "what is
society doing that has cradled
this situation? " she said.
Vadillo agreed, and said that
after 16 years in the Bowling
Green community, he "doesnl
accept racism stereotypes, he
understands them."
Bowling Green Mayor Edwin
Miller said that through his
world travels to Hispanic countries like Mexico and Central
America, he has found the Hispanics very helpful in helping
him communicate.
The Hispanic community in

DJ's TAVERN
809 S. Main

w m m m or
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Bowling Green is also very helpful, he said, and the city should
try to meet any Hispanic community members they encounter.
Although "the lack of communication with Hispanics"
causes misunderstandings in the
city, Miller said sources of support for the group are the Human Relations Committee and
area churches and other groups.
These sources are "standing
by to be helpful," Miller said;
and he said he tries to get involved as much as possible with
all minority groups.

SPRING
INTO
EASTER!

Bowling Green State University will be
holding a Public Auction on Tuesday. April
10, 1990 beginning at 3:30 PM in the
Student Services Forum. Auctioneer: N.
Keith Bradley, Bowling Green, Ohio. For
more information please contact: Kathy
Phillips, Inventory Management Dept.,
372-2121.
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Wright State University offers a comprehensive schedule
of summer classes in every college and school. In fact,
more than 8,000 students take part in summer school at
Wright State!
Why should you take summer school classes?
□
□
□
□
□
J

get a jump start on your undergraduate or graduate program!
graduate sooner by getting ahead in your current degree program!
help meet your general education class requirements!
continue your education year round!
pick up a special course to advance your program of study!
take advantage of special workshops on selected subjects!

Join us at Wright State University! Classes begin on
Monday, June 11,1990. Wright State has both five-week
and ten-week sessions.
For more information, call the Wright State University
Office of Admissions at 1-800-247-1770 today.
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Sports Tuesday
Zip DH haunts BG in 9-6 win
April lO, 1990

by Matt Schroder
assistant sports editor

Baseball
remains
'America's
game'
During the past few months,
the game of baseball has resembleda beaten prize fighter.
Bloodied and bruised the
game limped along, first suffering through an owners lockout of
the players in spring training
and then through a brief umpires strike.
Money had suddenly taken the
place of purity and the game had
changed from a national pasttime to a national headache.
The result of this turmoil resulted in an abbreviated spring
training and the delay of the
start of the season. But Monday
afternoon was the start of a new
season and once again, Opening
Day brought out the baseball fan
in America.
The anger and frustration
which was evident amongst the
fans during the lockout had suddenly once again turned to admiration as the ballparks across
the nation were packed to the
hilt.
Why?
Here are men getting paid
millions of dollars to play a
game and still continue to cry
over money they aren't getting.
So why in the world do people
continue to pour into the stadiums and empty their wallets?
The answer is simple — baseball is America.
Baseball is something that
children grow up with. Playing
catch in the back yard and
listening to the games on the
West coast before bed.
It is innocent. Simple.
Even those who know nothing
about the game, those who
couldn't tell the difference between and a RBI or an ERA,
know that baseball is part of the
triad of America. You know:
baseball, apple pie and mom.
Therefore, it's easy for the
fans to forget what the "Boys of
Summer" did in their offseason
negotiations and instead focus
on the pennant races.
You need look no further than
the conversation at the local
taverns. The talk is no longer
about the National Basketball
Association season or the
National Hockey League
playoffs. Instead, talk has
centered on whether the Oakland A's can repeat. Or whether
the Indians, Reds and Tigers
have what it takes to compete
for the crown.
So, Monday afternoon a new
decade was started when Roger
Clemens of Boston threw a
strike at 1:24 p.m. against Detroit's Tony Phillips. The faces
had changed, but the game has
still remained the same.
Which is basically baseball in
a nutshell.
Every year the winter snow is
melted away by the hot spring
weather and the sound of the
crack of the bat. It rejuvenates
the people in this country. How
much does America count on the
start of baseball?
Well, in the midst of the strike,
President George Bush asked
the two sides if they would soon
come to an agreement so that
Americans could get on with
their lives.
But, if ever the thought of
baseball losing its once pure
identity has crossed one's mind,
one needs look no further than a
portion of Ernie Harwell's (the
voice of the Detroit Tigers)
"The Game For All America."
Baseball? It's just a game —
as simple as a ball and a bat.
Yet, as complex as the American spirit it symbolizes. It's a
sport, business—and sometimes even religion.
In baseball, democracy shines
its clearest. Here the only race
that matters is to the bag. The
creed is the rule book. Color is
something to distinguish one
team's uniform from another.
Baseball is a ballet without
music. Drama without words.
It's continuity. Pitch to pitch.
Inning to inning. Game to game.
Series to series. Season to
season.
Baseball is a rookie—his experience no bigger than the
lump in his throat—trying to
Q See Heniley, page 10.

He didn't have fancy clothes, a
limo, a corsage, or even a date,
for that matter.
But coining back to Bowline
Green was a homecoming of
sorts for Akron designated hitter
Dave Hudson — and he was
dancing circles around Falcon
pitchers.
The sophomore righthanded
hitter went three-for-three with
two home runs, a double and five
runs batted in to lead the Zips
Sast the Falcons, 9-6 Monday at
barren E.SteUer Field.
Hudson was red-shirted two
years ago at Bowling Green before deciding to transfer to Akron. He is currently in his second
year of eligibility with the Zips.
"A lot of people were asking
me if this (coming back to BG)
was something personal with
me," Hudson said. "But I just
wanted to play well and I'm glad
we won — that's the main
thing."
Hudson's first two RBI came
in the top of the second as he
tagged Jeff Brown's first offering for a two-out homer far over
the left field fence to put UA on
top2-0.
Following a single by Ed
He t man ski (S-for-5 with a
double) in the sixth, Hudson was

BG News/Greg Horvath
BG's Shawn Gillenwater makes the pivot ahead of Akron's Mike McGuire in Monday's 9-6 loss to the Zips. Former BG player Dave Hudson sparked the Zips with a pair of homers.

•

first-pitch-swinging against
Dwayne Calloway and took him
deep to left for his third and
fourth RBI.
Akron head coach Dave Fross
said he rallied his team behind
the strong performance of his
DH.
"About midway through the
game I called the team together
— Dave already had a couple
home runs but we were trailing
at the time — and I said 'this is
really sweet for him but it will
be a whole lot sweeter if we win
the game,' and they responded
well to that,'' Fross said.
At the time it was the top of
the seventh and the Zips were
down 6-5.
That's when the Falcons
started to mentally unravel.
First baseman Steve Dickinson was picked off first after being walked in the Falcon seventh
— and an inning later, losing
pitcher Vince Metzger (2-2)
served up a wild pitch allowing
the go-ahead run to advance to
third base with just one out.
Metzger's miscue opened the
door for shortstop Bill Hagey's
second sacrifice fly of the game
which produced the gamewinning RBI and Akron's 10th
win against 11 defeats. BG
dropped to 15-9.
"When the winning run is at
a See Falcons, page 11.

King returns as BG's top defense strong
BGnetters split Shuts out offense in intrasquad scrimmage
by Jamie Joss
sports writer
The women's tennis team
may have had its sevenmatch winning streak ended
by Onio University on Saturday.
But BG received great inspiration from junior Kelly
King, who returned to the
lineup Sunday against Akron
after a knee injury had kept
her sidelined since Feb. 20.
The Falcons split the weekend matches with a 7-2 win
over Akron, but lost to Ohio
6-3. Their record stands at
11-3.
The Falcons had a scheduled match Friday against
Youngstown State but it was
cancelled because the Penguins were not able to participate.
King was expectd to miss
the entire year, but decided to
take to the court again.
With a tenacious attitude
she put the pain behind her
and won her singles and doubles matches against Akron
University.
King, playing No. 6 singles,
defeated Michelle Bixler 7-5,
6-2.
King then teamed with Tisa
Pacella and beat the Zips'
team of Lisa Maroscher and
Mendy McMurtry at No. 1
doubles 8-6 (the doubles
matches were played in eighteame pro sets with the winner
ring the first to eight).
"I played as well as I could

considering the lay-off," King
said.
King will have surgery on
her knee in the off-season and
will play sparingly the rest of
they ear.
The Falcons also received a
boost from senior Nanette
Zimmerman, who played despite a knee injury. She was
listed as doubtful for the
weekend.
Zimmerman's knee hampered her mostly in her singles matches because she had
to cover the whole court
rather than just half the
court, as in doubles.
"It (knee) felt better than
on Tuesday, but I am still
favoring it," Zimmerman
said.
Zimmerman was defeated
in both of her singles matches
against Akron and Ohio.
"She was a little rusty and
played well considering the
injury, but it did hamper her
a little because she wasn't
stepping into the ball as
well," coach Sheila Chiricosta said.
Falcons Zimmerman and
Brenda Conley were victorious over Cindy Ziegler and
Kristin Fertile at second doubles 6-4,1-6,6-2.
Zimmerman and Conley
also won on Sunday, defeating Akron's Kim Ebelberger
and Katie McCumiskey 7-6
(7-1).
Pacella continued her
10-match singles winning
streak, setting down Akron's
Carrie Carncross at third sinLi See Tennis, page 11.

The football team's defense has been a coin flip
in recent seasons as to how well it will play week-in
and week-out.
This spring, head coach Moe Ankney is looking
to shore up the defense.
In the first extended intrasquad scrimmage of
the spring Saturday morning at
Doyt Perry Field, the Falcons'
topdefense posted a shut out.
The BG offenses scored three
touchdowns and a field goal in
the two and one-half hour workout. However, the top defense
did not surrender any of those
points.
"I was impressed with the first
defense throughout the scrimmage," said Ankney, whose
team was 5-6 overall last year, 5-3 in the MidAmerican Conference. "I thought they played very
consistently, made big plays and played aggressively.
"The defense should be ahead of the offense this
early in the spring. But that's what we need. If
we're going to win, we know we've got to be better
on defense.'
Last season, BG stayed close in most of its
games due to a passing attack which averaged
more than 250 yards. But Falcon opponents netted
420 yards on offense, making the defense a high
priority this spring.
Saturday, the first defense held the second
offense and then the first offense in check, allowing only two passing first downs and one by pen-

Golfers
13th at
Indiana

alty.
Senior inside linebackers Duane Crenshaw and
Charles Dotson, along with senior outside backer
Keith Pace, led the first unit. Crenshaw made
eight tackles, including two for losses. Dotson
made seven stops, while Pace was in on eight tackles. Pace also recovered a fumble.
"I think we're moving in the right direction,"
Ankney said. "There was a lot of hitting going on
out there. It was physical and aggressive on both
sides."
Erik White, a sophomore-to-be next fall, established himself as a leading candidate to replace
All-MAC quarterback Rich Dackin. White is battling two others sophomores, Nick Eppert and
Paul Seeley, for the top spot.
On Saturday, White completed 14-of-23 passes
for 135 yards and one interception. He also threw a
25-yard touchdown pass to Allen "Speedy" Smith.
Eppert was eight-of-21 for 59 yards, while Seeley
completed three-of-six attempts for 20 yards.
"I was pleased with Erik White," Ankney said.
"He made the plays today, which we've been looking for all spring. He got hurt and showed some
toughness coming back and completing the
scrimmage.
"Paul Seeley showed he can help us with his
speed. He made some good things happen out
there. Nick Eppert did, too. They're all going with
different teams, so it's hard to compare. I think
there's good competition at that position."
The Falcons practice today and Thursday before
scrimmaging again at 4 p.m. Friday at Doyt Perry
Field.

BLOOMINGTON, Ind. — The
women's golf team showed its
mistiness this weekend in its
first tournament of the spring
with a 13th-place finish in the
14-team Indiana Invitational.
The Falcons' team total of
1017 strokes placed them three
ahead of Notre Dame, but was 91
off the pace set by Indiana, who
captured the team title with a
cumulative score of 908.

Junior Heidi Wright was the
top scorer for the Falcons with a
249 total over the par-74 course.
Her round of 81 tied BG freshman Sue Balmer (254) for low
round honors among Falcon golfers.
Sophomore Kim Prasse (257),
sophomore Ann Alexander (260)
and freshman Jennifer Girdlestone (263) rounded out the scoring for the Falcons.

SoftbaHers lose
3 of 4 to Redskins
by Charles Toll

assistant sports editor

BG News/Mark Deckard
Miami's Monique Abbitt steals second in the first game of Friday's doubleheader. Shortstop Becky Bailey (2)
applied the tag for the Falcons, who lost three of the four games played.
.

Whoever said it's sometimes
better to be lucky than good
must have been watching Saturday's fourth and final softball
game between Bowling Green
and Miami.
Unfortunately for the Falcons,
that person must have missed
the first three contests.
With temperatures hovering
around the SWegree mark, the
Falcons could only muster
enough heat to pull off one victory in four games against the
Redskins.
The 1-3 weekend drops Bowling Green (3-3 in the MidAmerican Conference, 5-17
overall) into a fourth-place tie
with Miami (4-4, 22-11) in the
MAC.
Bowling Green avoided being
swept when it provided the
handful of faithful fans with a
finish that could have made
Marv Albert's blooper awards.

Entering the bottom of the
seventh, the Falcons trailed
Miami 2-1 and prepared to face
Jane Lewis. She had shut the
Falcons out on two hits Friday
and allowed only one run
through six innings of this game.
BG's Lisa Hufford started the
inning for the Falcons by working Lewis for a walk.
Becky Bailey then dropped a
1-2 pitch into center field to put
runners on first and second. It
was Bailey's second hit of the
game.
After Miami coach Liz Kelly
replaced Lewis with Kristy
Burch, BG coach Jacquie
Joesph played the percentages
and called for a bunt by Wendy
Oehler.
Oehler responded by laying
down a perfect sacrifice bunt to
move the runners to second and
third with only one out.
The chance for a victory or at
least a tie looked good for the.
Falcons as the team's fourthSee SofUMIl, page 11.
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Sink likes BG's performances Brooks paces L.A.
by Kevin Rutherford
sports writer

The men's track team got a
Clook at some of its Midrican Conference competition, competing in the non-scoring Miami Open last weekend.
Coach Sid Sink liked what he
saw.
"We competed well without
some of our top performers and
got a good look at two MAC
schools (Ball State and
Miami)," Sink said.
Although the Falcons did not
have a first place finish, they
had many second place finishes,
some good performances and
they know they can compete,
according to Sink.
The highlight of the meet for

the Falcons was Todd Black's
second in the 1500 meter run in
3:53.22, Sink said. It was Black's
best time of the year in less than
ideal conditions.
Kyle Wray threw the shot
52-feet, 10 and three-quarter inches, good enough to earn second place.
Steve Frye had his best throw
of the year in the javelin. His
toss of 187-9 and one-half placed
him second.
Steve Cyrus was third in the
Ele vault, clearing 15-6 to
rely miss the school record,
according to Sink.
Jon Monheim finished third in
the 10,000 meters with a time of
32:01.5 and Keith Madaras
placed third in the 3000 meter
steeplechase in 9:24.
The Falcons host Toledo and
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Eastern Michigan today in a triangular meet, beginning at 3
p.m.
Sink is looking for a competitive meet.
"There are a lot of questions,"
Sink said. "We are going to dominate the throws and should have
no trouble beating Toledo, but it
will be tough to beat Eastern."

A portion of the men's team
will travel to Knozville, Tenn.,
this weekend to compete in the
Dogwood Relays. Some of the
best track athletes in the country will be at that meet, Sink
said.
The women also host Toledo
today in a dual meet, starting at
3 p.m.

Friel places 15th at
NCAA regional meet
ance.
"My scores were a little lower
then I expected. The judges
were tight on their scores — it
was tough to get high marks,"
she said.
The vault proved to be Friel's
best event of the evening, as she
scored a 9.45. She followed with
an 8.75 on the bars, 8.95 on the
beam, and 9.05 on the floor exercise.

COLUMBUS — Sophomore
gymnast Mary Beth Friel
placed 15th out of 29 individuals
Saturday at the NCAA Northeast Regional championships at
Ohio State.
"I view the meet as a learning
experience for me. It would
have been better if my team was
there with me. Warming up by
myself was difficult — next time
I want to bring them with me,"
Friel said.
"I wasn't too concerned with
how I would place in the meet.
I'm just happy to be part of it."
Friel tallied an all-around
score of 36.2, which she said was
not indicative of her perform-

Campus _
| Pollyeyes

"It was great seeing the top
gymnasts in the region perform
all in one meet, Friel said.
"I'm proud to be a member of
the '90 regional. Being part of it
was a great experience.
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"A Gathering Place"
440 E. Court
Jazz Night "
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Tuesday Special *

$4.50 Smorgasbord
All you Can Eat Pizza, Salad,
and Soup 11 am- 9 i
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Typeset Resumes

This is not a coupon.
This Is not a special otter.
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This Is the regular price
for a quality typeset resume
at UniDraphlcs.

Conveniently located on
campus, UniGraphics provides
resumes in several clean
business-like formats.
Resumes are typeset in two
to three days and are ready for
printing. Charges can also be
applied to your Bursar account.
That's the special.

Ponderosa's AlhYou-Can-Eat Grand Buffet"
with delicious homestyle soups, fresh garden
salads and salad fixings, side dishes & fresh fruit.

Grand Buffet
Lunch
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P0NDER0SA
f

y

Valid: Mon. thru Sat.
11 am - 4 pm
Cou»o" 9000 tor art, p*n| MM C*V«* »
uwo " cor-a-mo" »*i try orw ecu**" o>
»*Cow«o»»' tMWnMM VMM
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HURRY! Coupon Expires 4/21/90

At Chicago, the Chicago White
Sox opened their final season at
80-year-old Comiskey Park with
a victory, beating the Milwaukee Brewers 2-1 Monday on
Scott Fletcher's sacrifice fly in

Baseball roundup
up on a sacrifice and took third
on a fly ball. Randolph then
drew Hurst's second walk, setting up Brooks.
At New York, Pittsburgh ended the opening day magic for
Dwight Gooden and the New
York Mets as Andy Van Slyke
homered twice and drove in four
runs to help give the Pirates a
12-3 victory Monday.
The loss ended a streak of five
straight opening day victories
for the Mets, who had not
dropped a season opener at
home since 1974 against Philadelphia. New York nad won 18
of its previous 20 opening day
games.
At Chicago, the season opener
between the Philadelphia Phillies and the Chicago Cubs was
postponed by rain in the top of
the third inning Monday night
with the Phillies leading 2-0 on a
two-run homer by Len Dykstra
in the second.
The game was rescheduled for

the seventh inning.
The White Sox, who lost their
first game at Comiskey 24 to the
St. Louis Browns in 1910, will
move across the street to a new
stadium next year. A crowd of
40,008 at the 43,931-seat ballpark
sat through a 42-minute rain delay at the start of the game and
saw the White Sox win.
At Kansas City, Sam Horn,
signed as a low-priced free
agent, hit a pair of three-run
homers on opening day and the
Baltimore Orioles slipped past
Kansas City 7-6 in 11 innings
Monday on right fielder Danny
Tartabull's error.
Horn, who did not join the
Orioles until the last five days of
spring training, set a team record with his six RBls in an
opener. He connected in the second inning off Bret Saberhagen
and tied itat 6 in the eighth with
a blast off Steve Farr.

Hensley
D Continued from page 9.
begin fulfillment of a dream. It's
a veteran, too—a tired old man
of 35, hoping his aching muscles
can drag him through another
sweltering A ugust and SeptemWE CARE

WE CARE

ber.
This is a game for America,
this baseball.
And that is what it's all about.
Don Hensley is a sports writer
for The News.

WE CARE WE CARE

WE CARE

CONGRATULATIONS!
MARCH FINALISTS

Admlnistratlvo Staff- Greg MacVarish,
Director of Orientation-Student Activities & Orientation
Classified Staff- Phyllis Pickering,
Administration Secretary-Office of the Vice
President, Student Affairs

Graduata Student- Rosemarie Falls,
Graduate Advisor, University Activities Organization
WE CARE

WE CARE WE CARE WE CARE

f

• East Merry Avenue Apartments - 522 E. Merry Ave.
• Field Manor Apartments - 519 Leroy Ave., 542 &
560 Frazee Ave.
• Frazee Avenue Apartments - 818 Thurstin. 624, 670
(will have new carpeting), 656 Frazee Ave.
• Buff Apartments-1470 & 1490 Clough St.
• Campbell Hill Apartments- 3 Bedrooms

All'You'Can "Eat

Grand Buffet
Lunch
Featuring delicious soups,
fresh garden salads and
salad fixings, side dishes
and fresh fruit.

P0NDER0SA

Coll or Stop in for a Complete
Listing of Available
Apartments & Houses
Valid: Mon. thru Sat.
11 am - 4 pm
C«w#©» MM »•*•«, M/1f MM C*r*w» b.
i^Mnco—Or%jM» *#>«nr ifVOMiri.
PLU#10

IO '969 PrxxJerosa Inc

PONDEROSA STEAK HOUSE
1544 E. Wooster
fowling Green, OH 43402

- FR«C OeNuS-MRALS
iFRBC FOOD MAN.1)
- A FLRX| Bl-C setta&uLS
(SO you CAN STILL MAKS MOTOWN!)
- L«AD«R3H|P OPPORTUNITIES

CDuOe, DO IT Now.')

352-0717
224
E. Wooster St.

Hours:
M-F
Sat.

- FRICNDSHI P3
(PARTIES, MAN!)
-JOB EXPSttlENCE
CMBY DUDES, A MAUMC STUFF*-*!)
FOR AN APPLICATION SCE A CASHIRR OR MANAMFT

9a.m.-5p.m.
9a.m.-lp.m.

WWWW^^^^Wl^^^^^^^^^^^^^MM/WtMAM

IN ANY DiNiNOi HALL OR SNACK BAR , OR GO To
JTUORNT RMPLOYMSNT IN THR 5TMORNT SRRVK5C3
BUILDIN4.
IA**W»WP¥W.IV.

o

m
WE CARE

Trie* dots not refuel* lax Second page SB00

Greenbriar Inc.

Featuring delicious soups,
fresh garden salads and
salad fixings, side dishes
and fresh fruit.

LOS ANGELES — Free agent
Hubie Brooks broke up Bruce
Hurst's no-hit bid in the seventh
inning and hit a three-run homer
in the eighth that rallied the Los
Angeles Dodgers over the San
Diego Padres 4-2 Monday in the
delayed season opener.
Brooks, who left Montreal
after last season, lined the first
pitch from Hurst over the leftfield fence with two outs, driving
home Alfredo Griffin and Willie
Randolph.
Trailing 2-1, Griffin opened
the eighth with a single, moved

2:20 p.m. Thursday, an open
date for both teams.
At Boston, the new season
looked just like the old one at
Fenway Park: Wade Boggs got
three hits, Roger Clemens won
and the Detroit Tigers lost.
Opening day, delayed for only
the second time in history, finally came and the Boston Red Sox
began in style, beating Detroit
5-2 Monday in the first game of
the year.

^lll!ntHaH37mi^^~

All-You-Can-Eat

HURRY! Coupon Expires 4/21/90

by the Associated Press

UniGroohics

WITH COUPON SCtOW

f

over Hurst, Padres
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Softball
C Continued from page 9.
leading hitter, Kim Still, stepped
up to the plate.
But on one ot the most controversial plays of the game,
Still muffed a 0-1 pitch into the
ground an inch in front of the
plate. After a brief hesitation,
Still sprinted to first, but not in
time to beat the throw by Redskin catcher Cindy Bowles.
After disputing the call,
Joseph returned to the thirdbase coaching box.
Now with two outs, a Falcon
victory rested on the shoulders
of leadoff hitter Jeni Leis, or so
everybody thought.
On a 0-1 pitch, Leis popped the
ball up over the right side of the
infield for what appeared to be
an easy play.
But before the Miami players
could finish the sentence "fourgame sweep," the unexpected
happened.
Burch and first baseman
Bridget Leid collided, knocking
each other and the ball to the
ground.
Before Bowles could recover
the ball in foul ground, both runners had crossed the plate and
the Falcons prevailed S-2.

You're...

Courtesy of The Key/Paul Vernon

BO first baseman Trent Dues waits for the ball as Ohio University's
Brian Perry tries to make It to the bag safely. Perry was out on the play.

The Falcons won a doubleheader Friday, but the Bobcats won two on
Saturday.

"It was a tremendous break,"
Joseph said. "We didn't deserve
to win that game. But luckily,
we got ourselves in a position to
win it. You've got to go hard
every play of every game because you just don't know what's
going to happen."
Going hard was exactly what
Joseph said the Falcons didn't
do in the first three contests.
On Friday, Miami shutout BG,
SM) and 2-0. In the first game
Saturday, the Redskins clipped
the Falcons 5-0.
BG was without the services of
leading hitter Michelle Clagett,
who suffered a lower leg injury
in a collision at home plate in
last Tuesday's game against
Toledo.
Joseph said not having Clagett
hindered the team, but failed to
blame any of the losses on it.
"It was just a complete lack of
intensity, Joseph said. "Miami
didn't come in here and do anything particular, we just didn't
work hard enough.
"(The Falcons) know if they
play their game they can play
with anybody. They learned that
in California. But they should
know, if they don't, anybody can
beatthem.''

The
BG News
is recyclable!

Falcons
D Continued from page 9.
second and you give him third,
all the guy has to do is sacrifice,
he did, and that's how the ball
game ended up," Falcon head
coach Ed Platzer said.
"I told the guys it's a nine inning game and you have to concentrate on every pitch and
every out," the coach added.
Akron starter and winner
Mike Brinko (4-0) went all the
way for the Zips when it looked
like he may not survive the bottom of the fourth.
The inning started harmlessly
enough, as Daren Stiles and
Matt Oestrike each grounded
out.
But after a Dave Freese (.200)
single and stolen base, a base on
balls to Trent Dues (.306), pinch
hitter Dickinson (.250) smashed
a bases clearing triple to the gap
in right center field, giving BG a
4-3 advantage and Dickinson his
first extra-base-hit of the
season.
Center fielder Jason Welch
completed the two-out rally with
his team-leading sixth roundtripper of the year. Welch also

leads the Falcons with 25 RBI.
"He's been very consistent
and he's having a terrific year,"
Platzer said.
D D □

This weekend's Mid-American
Conference opening series with
OU found BG in similar situations, yet different roles.
Friday, the Falcons looked
like they were taking batting
practice. Saturday, it looked like
they were pitching it.
But when the four-game series
concluded, the teams split the
twinbills, with BG sweeping the
first two games, 11-6 and80, and
OU winning the final two, 80 and
60.
In the opening doubleheader,
the Falcons hit .320 as a team.
Couple that with the pitching of
Greg Sharp (50) and Jeff Brown
(3-1) and BG looked primed to
take four games.
Yet Saturday, the Bobcats hit
.361 overall and had superb

ClNEMABK THEATRES

pitching from Bob Robinson
(40) and Mark Bradley (3-1) to
keep BG's bats restrained.
"It all goes back to pitching,"
Platzer said. "But looking at the
whole picture, I thought we
§layed prettywell. We can't be
own early. There's a long way
to go and I think we'll be a competitive ball club in the long
run."

CINEMA 5

D D D

354-0558 J

The Hunl lor Red Oclob.r

A

4 20. 7 00. 9 40
Accepting no passes or dtscounls
Cry Saby

:otfir

P013

FCJN FOOD, FCIN TIMES,
FOR FCIN PEOPLE
104 S. MAIM
353-0988
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

4 40. 7:25. 9 25
Pretty Woman R
2 25. 4:50. 7.15(9:45
No pasaea or Oiacounls

D D O

Falcon outfielder Chad Davis
sprained his right ankle running
out a ground out Friday. He is
expected to return Friday
against Eastern Michigan.
Davis is hitting .368 with a triple and eight RBI.

r,°,DLAND

11234 NORTH MALL ST

TUESDAY IS PROGRESSIVE NITE

The Flral Power R
12 20. 2.35. 4 45. 7.10. 9.30
Teenage Mutant Nln|a Turtloe
4 30. 7 00. 9 10
No paaaes or discounts

Featuring:

PO

SPARE MICE

IxtHlWolMal Ml Ml fee (tea

FaneMWtup O.UtoKe Fill. ptg. 'IHiile
ndudng prim from BMutv Far USA I Oatera
Mode Deloie crowd ■pWfca. awrnfcrn. iwmir

The Falcons are back in action
today at 3 p.m. against Cleveland State before they continue
the MAC slate with a pair of
doubleheaders in Ypsilanti versus Eastern Michigan, Friday
and Saturday.

,

Tennis
Q Continued frontpage 9.
gles 6-2, 6-1 and Ohio's Kristen
Metzner 6-0, 6-3 at fourth singles.
Carla Marshack also played
well enough to post her eighthstraight singles victory on Saturday against OU's Ziegler 6-3,
60.

Welcome to the
IBM PS/2 Fair

D D □

The men's tennis team lost to
Ohio on Saturday 8-1, dropping
their record to 7-10.
"We got outplayed, there are
no simple answers," coach Gene
Orlando said.
The Falcons had a tough time,
salvaging only a win at first
doubles with John Green and
Justin Overholser downing Jay
Ethridge and Doug Campbell
6-4,6-4.
Green lost a tough match at
No. 1 singles to Ethridge, 7-5,
6-4.
Falcons' Doug Dickinson and
Steve Mudre were defeated in
another close match against
John Beathler and Sam Sabastian7-5,7-5.
"We're disappointed, but we're not discouraeed." Orlando
said.

WIMTHROP TERRACE
400 Napoleon

352-9135

Ihe tin

Come to the IBM PS/2® Fair. Have some fun with the
IBM Personal System/2® Try it—see how you can
get more done in less time. Then ask about:
e easy-to-use, preloaded
software
e special student prices
a affordable loan payments
The IBM PS/2 Fair is a fun way to
._
learn some valuable lessons for

: PS/2 it!

college and beyond.

i

jSJ^VhWAMSiaSS.

Date: April 10th & 11th
Time: 9:00 am - 5:00 pm
Where: Union Oval (Weather Permitting)
Alternate: BA Lounge
Enter our drawing for a Panasonic Portable
CD Player!

IIS WEEK ONLY!
April 9 - 13

This of ret is ava-iaoM on*y to queht«d students <acu«y end ste" **«o porches* IBM PS/21 through participating campus outlets Orders ant suo*eci to
•variability Pnces are subject 10 change and IBM may *ithorew the o«er at any I*-* •nthout <%ritterHv*,c*
IBM Personal Syatwn/3. and PS/2 are registered trademarks of intfnattonal Business Mecnines Corporation
IBM Corporation 1M0
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Classifieds

AprM10.1**0

CAMPUS ft CITY EVENTS
•CAMPUS DEMOCRATS*
Organizational in—ting tor lal campaign*. Naw
mambara welcom*' TrV* Thuraday al 4:30 In
ma Union Fascutty Rm. 2nd Floor Cal Greg al
354 4757 tor ael*a»
-College BopubefcattonaWa rafj Da meeting tonight at 7:30pm
In ira 11 (BA. Coma out and gat involved

■•OAMMA PHI BETA"
WE LOVE OUR VIP'S
•KAPPA DELTA*
Wado
what we want'
••BETA500"•ALPHA PHI -ALPHA PHICorigreluletlone KELLY JACOBS on your pearling to RON BREEDEN from the University of
Cincinnati
* ALPHA PHI * ALPHA PHI *

.ON*
Initiation 7:30
Wad Apntl
Campua Room • student Union
Mandatory for t* new PSE mma-aa
•M SIGMA EPtULON*

-KAPPA DELTA*
Sheyne Paler dy
Congratulatlona on being
■elected to Panhl Judicial Board
■AO I your slaters'

•RUN FOR THE EARTH'
Aprl21, 1990
5K * Pn-es * T shirt
Raglatar TOOAT at 124 Hayaa
Sponaorad by Environmental Int. Group

•PI SIGMA EPS1LON"
mtletion ■ 7 30
Wad Apr in 1
Campua Room • Student Union
Mandatory lor al new PSE In mates
•PISJOMAEPSILON-

ASM Meeting {MIS CLUB)
Tuaaday. Apr! 10. 7:45pm
114 BA Building
All Majors Welcome
Speaker TBA

MM SKI cm*
Attention ALL mambara of SKI CLUB!
A mandatory meeting tor officer elections
will be held April 11. 1990. All members must
attend! Coma and vote tor th* new Ski Club
officers you would like to aea lead th* club In
new directions
See Ys There!
B:00pm Wednesday 200 Hayaa
QIVE BLOOO TODAY
10AM-4PM
GRAND BALLROOM
INTERIOR DESIGN MAJORS
Last ASID meeting of th* year
meat at Living C*nt*r
Tu*s. April 10. at 7 30pm
Wo I be going to Mylee
lor FREE PLuaand Pop
Progreasrve Student OrganlieBon'PSO)
maata TODAY 9:30pm
UCF Center Thuratm A Ridge
Cal 353-5958 lor more Info
World SwMtaMrt
World Student Aaaoc a sweatshirt lor thai year
la now avertable to bo ordered Hurry before
they're al gone Nice design lor onfy $11. To
order, contact Manual at 372-5221
You're Invttedl
Come Celebrate the 20th
EARTHDAY BIRTHDAY
See you at the Oval
April 16

LOST ft FOUND
FOUND WOMEN'S RING ON THURSOAY.
MARCH 29TH NEAR UNION OVAL CALL
DENEEN 354-4644 DESCRIPTION NEEDED
LEAVE MESSAGE IF NO ONES THERE
Loot Long, gray wool men's 00*1 w/ keys,
leather glove* Loal 1st floor Psych BkJg If
found plea** r*tum to P*ych. Office or cal
353-6972

RESUMES

UnlOraphka
211 Weal Hal
372-7416

CENTER FOR CHOICE II
' Abortions thru 1 7 weeks
- Morrung after treetment
All personal and private
Proud to be Pro-Choice
16 N. Huron St. Toledo OH
1-255-7 769
Leader m EDITING SERVICES lor
Theses Books. Article*. Reports
•RESUMES. Compoeed • Laaer Printed*
State-ol-the-art WOW) PROCESSING
Veraatse. Al-Ph D Steal
KORREKT-SERVICE Cal 352-8744
Need a caring reeponse
to your pregnancy concema?
Cal BG PREGNANCY CENTER
M354H0PE
For mfo on FREE PREGNANCY TESTS
and supporting services
SENDING A PACKAGE?
Fal al your (rapping needs
A TO 2 DATA CENTER 152-6042
Typing 1 35 par page 3540371

Alpha Gemma Delta
Denlse Zappola
Congratulations on becoming Vic* President of
Puble Rekmone tor PI Sigma Epalon'
Love - Your AGO Sisters
Alpha Oama lets 500 Safari
Oat Psyched
ADD Safari Spirit la "Orra.fl
MUM
Safari Sooo Good
AQDIetasOO
Alpha Oama Seta 500 Safari
Oat Psyched
AGO Sefart Spirit la "Qrraat"!
Bate SOS

Pautette Beckstrom
Happy Belated JOth birthday
a secret admirer
Pregnant Chooee Adoption
Emotlonely I Financially secure couple
wiehoe to adopt Infant
Cal Lou Ann [4191382-1050
PRO CHOICE SYMPATHIZERS
Make your voice heard Send setf-addreeeed
stamped envelop* today lo. SEND A SIGNAL.
P.O. BOX 60923. Phoenix. AZ 85082-0923
Free Info vi* return man My name is
My address la I VOTE, I COUNT. READ MY SIGNAL

Alpha Oama Beta 500 Safari
Oat Psyched
AGO Safari Spktl la "Qrt**1"l
Bet. 500
Safari Sooo Good
AGO Bel. 500
AXO KM NECKS - PATTI KUMAR AXO
Thanks lor oomg such s great Job with BETAi
^
Love, Joni
BETHKRfTZLER
Happy Birthday Little'
Th* paal year has been a blest! YouYe awe
aom* • I hope the n*xt year a) • good on* for
you!
Love.Mofy

Great fob on the
fr*bee tournament

FRATERNITY ALL-SPORTS IIMO)
The»»Chl158*Pt>IP*l6S
Delta 158* Phi Tau 65
SkjEpa140*SAE62
Sigma Chi 106 - Betas 59
PI Kapa 93 * Ff 46
Kappa Stga 90 * ZBT 44
Sigma Nu 79 *PhlSlga30
Alpha Stga 79 ' Lambda Chi 25
Plus* 76*0018
Phi Delta 66* AT04
OFT READY FOR SUMMER
15 S onMnon-preecnptlonsungleesej
On. Beanie 1 Archer, ktc
1022 N ProapKt
Serenget! * H*on*
Ray Ban ' Vuarnet
Carrara * Floureecents
HAPPY
20TH
BIRTHDAY
1ETHMARIN
Love Den
Happy Birthday
MONICA UNKEFER

Haas WFAL raise ft for the Ronald McDonald
Children'. Charity with th* 2nd Annual
WFAL Volleyball Toum with all proc.ede going to R.M. Children's Charily Teams my
consist of up to 7 people tcoed or not), but
only S may play at on* given time. See WFAL
for rule*. Entry Fee SIB. Capl. sign up .t 31
West Ha*- Fa* needed at lima of signup. Any
f Call Paul* or Suzla 2-2195. See them lor
Sign-up. Tournament date la Apr* 21-Sat at
Rae Centar. Sign up by April to.
Hey Greeks'
mcred-bkv
effort on the
C.A.A.E. Fair
Keep Hup!

PERSONALS

Gamma PI Gamma
KO * JAIL N BAIL * KD
Cono/atuayjorie to:
JacCempbel
Dave Eeglender
PamOuan
* GUI Certlflcata Winner a •"

SLoaoet "cacw-i'' -*>*■>
CJ»oo-<» »»T "»>•■ CIVIC CMAsmlt

WANTED I female lo sublease for aummer
Fuly turnaned apt. *■ utti pak) except tec
Cheap! Cal 613-838-8344 or 353-6738 after
5:30
Wanted. 1 Fern, •oornrnet* for eurnrner and
'90-91 yr Smoker preferred and must hke animals' Cal Michel* 354-7030
roommate lor
Wanted 1 nonsmoking fern
90-91 year. 1/2 block from campua Cal Michele 372 3664
WANTED: 2 3 F roommates to share large 3
bed house trom Sum. « FM go « Sor 91 Cal
Kay or Jessica 353-7957

HELP WANTED

Sigma Alpha Epsllon

$1000'a weekly stuffing envelope* Send sen
addressed stamped envelope to Malche Aaacciales 4431 Lehlgh Rd Suite 238 Cotegs
Park. Maryland 20740

Tremendoua K* on
the bed race*

Sony.
Happy 1 Year babes'
I love you more then anything!
Your Little TDR
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT INTERNATIONAL!
Spend thia aummer working and living in Ireland, Franca. Germany, Great Britain. Costa
Rica, Jamaica, or New Zealand This unique,
reeaettc opportunity la open to both undergred
and gred students of al majors informational
meeting Wed . April 11. BA 1011. 7 30pm
Sponaorad by U AO Travel Committee
Summer Job? Make It Count!
If you have a aummer position thai
la related to your major, you may have
It registered as aCo-op Educ. exp
Slop by th* Co-op office:
Rm. 238 Administration Building
TOOAYI
No lee for thra transcript notation
Tuxedo Rental. Jeana-n-Things.
531 Ridge St

WANTED
1 mala rmmte needed to sublease 5th street
apt. for five aummer Private room A nice price
Cal 372-5861 ask lor T J.
1 or 2 non-amoklng females needed to sublease cute 1 bdrm apt tor 90-91 school year
Located at 839 4th SI SSIS'mo S heal included Interested? Cal 353-7952 Ask lor
Jenny or Angle
1 rmmte. needed lor 90-91 school year. 705
7th St Apt $9 Reeeonabie rant lor spacious
apt. Prefer non-smoking rmmte. For more kilo
cal 363-1952 Ask lor Peggy or SuMnne
2 non smoking lemales lor 4th St apt. for next
school year S120/month 8 utilities Call
353-9338. aak lor Kety
2 non-smoking lemele roommates to share apt
ki Campua Manor next school year S175'mo
SesfrCtric Prim*Location Cal2-1410
Amy needs one or two roommates lor th* summer mass or female couples welcomed 710
seventh St Quiet Great landlord. 1 rm Is S220
2 rm Is $ 146 Al utsWes Included except electricrh/|onlyS10l
Cal 354-4073
BG Country Club now accepting applications
lor Summer/Fal Waltreas and Bartender poeitlona. Experience preferred but not necessary
Exceeant working conditions Apply In parson,
923 Falrvlew Ay*.
F. rmt. to share apt expense* tor Fal '90 own
bedroom 6 bath, air. dishwasher Cal Kety
362-3497
Female roommate needed for summer 2 blocks
fromcampus S96 2'-i»util 353-4056.
LIFEGUARDS WANTED
Seeaonal work available at Portage Quarry Rec
Club. Must bring current Red Cross Certification card (otherwlee you wll not have an interview) Apply In parson at T-Square Graphlca,
121 S Mam St .BO
NEED 1 OR 2 PEOPLE TO SUBLEASE HOUSE
FOR SUMMER CORNER OF E MERRY S
THURSTW. CLOSEST HOUSE TO CAMPUS
CALL 354 3476 PRICE NEG
Need lo sublease 2 bedroom apt for summer
Close to campua. S305 plus uMtttee Cal
353-3575 after 7:00 PM
NEEDED 2 people to lease apartment on 4th
and Elm Totaly furnished, two car garage and
reeeonabie rant. Cal today lor more kilo JH
372-6796
ON CALL HABITATION TRAINER NEED PERSONS TO PROVIDE DAILY LIVING TRAINING
FOR ADULTS WITH MENTAL RETARD*
TtON/DEVELOPMENTAL DISABILITIES IN
COMMUNITY BASEO SETTINGS H.S. DIPLOMA REQUIRED EXPERIENCE -N THE
FIELD OF MR/DO PREFERRED MUST HAVE
TRANSPORTATION. VALID DRIVERS LICENCE > A GOOD DRIVING RECORD PARTTIME, FLEXIBLE HRS. S5.50IHR APPLICATION DEADLINE APRIL 27 FOR RESUME AND
COVER LETTER TO MEUNOA SLUSSER.
WOOOLANE INDUSTRIES. 11160 E GYPSEY
LANE RD, BO. OH 43402. (419)362-6116.
EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
On* bedroom lurntehed apt neede one or two
sublet* era lor summer Close to campua.
raaaonabkt rani Cal 352-0361
One male roommate needed. 90-91 school
year $l26rmo Autl Cal Dave 364 4945
One mass roommate needed for 90-91 school
year. 2nd St Apt Cal Bob or Mark at
364-6834

250 COUNSELORS and Instructors needed!
Private, coed, aummer camp In Pocono
Mountains Northeaatam Penn.yly.nl. Lohlkan, PO Box 234BG, Kenlheorlh, NJ 07033
(201)276-0101

Orihh, Uli«
MVUSC rv-VAk

SUMMER CAMP JOBS
Camp Cricket, an integrated day camp for kids
with or without a nssriBty. la Mrtng UKW
camp counselors If you Ike kids and are looking for an exciting aummer fob. contact Camp
Dkoclor. The Abatty Center of Greater Toledo.
5806 Monroe St Sytvanle. OH 43680.
885-5733. Deed-mo lor appacatlona la Wed
April 13EOE

Surrwiser t*l** SMairli attoB tsYtom
tor whol.s.l. beverage distributor In Loraln.
Ottawa, Erie, Huron counties. Must have own
car, rets, req'd. Send latter or reaume to
Oepl. B, >0 Box 122, Loraln, OH 44052.
UPWARD BOUND SUMMER PROGRAM
June 24 - Aug. 3 (8 wka.)
A pre coeege preparatory program lor high
school students. Employment available as

ATTENTION
EARN MONEY TYP*NG AT
HOME' 32.000<yr income potential Data**,
(1)602-838-8885 Ext T-4244.
ATTENTION
EARN MONEY READING
BOOKS' S32.000/year Income uutenBai. Detana (1) 602-838-6886 Ext Bk 4244
Beat Fundraiser* On Campua!
Is your fraternity, sorority or club intereeted ki
earning $1,000 00 for a one-week, oncampua marketing protect? You must be welorganized and hard working Cal Val or Myra at
(800)592 2121
CAMP COUNSELORS and ACTIVITY SPECIALISTS wanted lor CAMP COURAGEOUS, a residential summer camp lor people with mental retardation Contact the Camp Director. 151 N
Michigan, Suite 200. Toledo. OH 43624 (418)
242-4412.
EBSCO Telephone Service now hiring Secure
summer position by working now. Learn * marketable SMI 6 make money Flexible part time a
ful-tlme hours available (15 hours minimum )
Guaranteed hourly wage plus dally bonus
based on sales Year round employment Join
the fun After 4pm for appacarions Interviews
held from 4.15-5:15. Call lor an appointment
353-6662 1 13 N Mam St (next to David's
Pel)
Hiring delivery persons. Must have own car and
kieurance Apply at Pagsais B45 S Main
352-7571

_^^^_^^_
NANNIES

Positions avertable locally 6 nationally Travel
opportutvtlea Live m or out Select client famlI required. No fee to nannies
NANNIES OF CLEVELAND
(216)521-4869
National Marketing Firm seeks mature I
to manage on-campua promotion* for top companies this school year Flexible hour* with
earnings potential to $2,500 per semester
Must be organized, hardworking and money
motivated Ce« Val or Myra at (800)592-2121.
Painters S foreman earn between $5$7/hr
Need college student* Irving m th* Canton OH
area for the aummer. Cal 1-800-643-3792.
ask lor Brett Whit*.
SEASONAL EDUCATION COORDINATOR
NEEDED FOR AIDS PREVENTION PROJECT.
BtUNOUAL ENGLISH/SPANISH REQUIRED
BACHELOR'S OEGREE AND/OR COMBINATION OF HEALTH OR HUMAN SERVICES
BACKGROUND EXPERIENCE IN WORKING
WITH LOW INCOME PEOPLE OHIO DRIVERS
LICENSE. CAR FOR WORK 6 INSURANCE
REQUIRED SEND RESUME BY APRIL 18.
1990 TO P.O. BOX 186. BOWLING GREEN,
OH 43402
EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
SUMMER CAMP JOBS are a'eaahll«resident
Gkl Scout Camp* m Virginia Mil. age 18 or
graduated high school Unit Couneekxa. Unit
Leaders. Pool Staff. Nature and Crafts Dkectors. Cooks and Kitchen Workers are needed
June 15 August 15. 1990
Cal 1-202-337-4300 - Ruth Enaor - or
I 703 660-6286 - Mae. Sheeren for an application Girl Scout Councl of the Nation's
Capital Erjual Opportunity Employer

*gfHC CJl'MINAl-S *«C NO
rlATf-v Fota; Turn

CHEAP HOUStNO
SPACE NOW AVAILABLE FOR 1 MALE
ROOMMATE DURING SUMMER BRAND NEW
APARTMENT. CLOSE TO CMAPUS FOR
ONLY S130/MO PLUS LmUT!E8 IT YOU
WANT IT. GRAB IT THIS ONE WONT LAST
LONG! CALL 372-4341 or 363-7888 F YOU
HAVE ANY QUESTIONS CALL ANYTIME
Efficiency, available 8/15£90. 10 minute waft
from campus, only S200/mo.l Call
2-6333 Don or 2 6124-Tem
FALL RENTALS
now available at
WIHTOROP TERRACE APARTMENTS
1 12 bedroom, lurniehed A unfurnlahed
24 hr maintenence
CAMPUS SHUTTLE
summer lessee alao avaaabte
WINTHROP TERRACE APARTMENTS

Applications avasehla at
301 Hayaa Hal Deadline April 2

FOR RENT 4 BR bouae behind Mark's PUza
Laaa* begins May '90 362-2330, 364-2864
after 5:30

Work 1S hours to 30 houra per weak out of a 7
day iorfcwe*fc (day, evening and weekend
shltts). Our company la seeking employees
to perform unskilled light production work.
Plant location Is only 2 blocks from 8.Q.S.U
campua. The rate of wage la 13.80 par hour. If
Intereeted pick up an application at th* office
ol Advanced Specialty Product.. Inc., 421
Ctough Street, Bowling Green, Onto. Telephone 384-2844.

ATTENTION EASY WORK EXCELLENT PAY'
Assemble products at home Deta-to (1)
602 838 8886 Ext W-4244

Apartment* 816 Second St.
Avaaatila May 1 S460/mo. rent
Cal 352-6)133

Instructors
High school math. English, social studies, adence Non-residential Bachelor's degree re
ouked Sekary negotiable

Applications are being accepted
tor
SUMMER 1990 BG NEWS EDITOR
FALL 1890 BG NEWS EDITOR
1900-91 GAVEL EDITOR
1991 KEY EDITOR
19*0-91 MISCELLANY EDITOR
1990-91 OBSIDIAN EDITOR
Applications may be obtained at
The BG NEWS ortlce. 214 Weal Hall.
Deadline: Thura., April 12, 5pm.

ATTENTION - HIRING! Government lob. - your
area
$17,840 - $69,485
Call
1 602 838 8885 EXTR4244

621 E Merry
near Ortenhauer
2 bdrm him apt.
exceeentcond
Prioee tor 2, 3. or 4 people
CALL
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE
364-2280

Tutor/Counselor
Residential. Minimum sophomore classification
Four Positions

Walt staff, hostess, bartenders
Now hiring for 1990 Summer Season
Help needed lor al shirts
Island House Hotel-Port Clinton, OH
1-800-233-7307

ASSISTANT SWIM COACH
Men 6 Women'a Assistant Part-time Swim
Coach available Pel 1.1990 Quainicationa 2
' lo 3 years of age group, high school or coeege
coaching experience. Should be wel versed In
workout*, weight programs and possess a desks to aaalat In buedlng a winning program with
a very positive attitude. If Intereeted. s*nd resume A cover letter to Coach Steve Srford.
Aquatic Director. The University of Fmdiey.
1000 N. Mam St. Flndstry, OH 46840

4 bdrm houa* Large Siring room, do** to
campua. Available Summer and Fall
352-5*75.

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT INTERNATIONALI
Spend Ihie aummer working and "rvmg in heland. Franc*. Germany. Greet Britain. Coala
Rica. Jamaica, or Naw Zealand. Thai unique,
loasetlc opportunity la open to both undergred
and grad. atudenta of al majors luliNiiatSuia-J
meeting Wed., April 11, BA 1011, 7:30pm
Sponeored by UAO Travel Commrnae

ALASKA CANNERY and (lahing employment
opportunities Secure your aummer (ob Focus
youraeeich [206)771-3811.

-.byJohnBolssy
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Roommate)*) needed lor summer 6 fal '90.
Own room aval Low rant A free membership to
Cherrywood Spa For more kilo contact Dan at
354-4540 or MK at 353-8464

Congratulattona Marc Strablc on being
selected 88 a University Ambassador
Th* Brothers of Sigma Phi EpsHon

Safari Sooo Good
ADD Bet. 500

TYPING SERVICES
Reasonable rates with accuracy
CM 352-3987 from 6AM to 9PM

Kappa Delta's
are psyched lor
Ban 600
• ••BETA 500* **

TIRED OF 9 TO 5?
Set your own hrs , earn a greet Income & love
what you do. Become a Beautl Control Image
Consultant. Prof training In Image improvement, color analysis, makeup I aUn car*.
425-1520 lor Intorvww.

Gamma PI Gamma
A*ywGeyiWwD*fla
MaggyW»ama
•We're proud of you for trying out for the awtm
team Good LUCK1
Leva- Your AGOSietera

TYPING SERVICES S1 /Page
Cal Marty at 352 1251

** "BETA 500* **

Mieay - Her* It rsl IT* about time - goodness'
We thought I'd never happen! Thanks lor being
such k greet roomie II mlaa you! -C

AGO ' AGO * AGO
Congratulatlona Donna Amato for being awardad the OSEA Golden Apple Award!
Love - Your Sl*t*rs

Gamma PI Gamma

Qualify rypeeet or
laaer imageset
from your typewritten copy or
compatible Macintosh program
$15 for on* peg*.
Don't put It off any longer1

Respone**e babysitter needed one to two
nmee a week second shltl tor two chadren start
WglnMay 1-878-2393

SlgEp
Adoption Happily married couple of 14 years
Wa promise your chid a loving home and financial security Devoted, stay home mom. Caring
dad and one big slater All medical an d legal
expenses po»d Cal collect 1-822-9288

FIB'S

SERVICES OFFERED

LOOKING FOR
FALCON FOOTBALL RECRUITING
HOSTESSES
Appacatlona at loolbal office located m the stadium or 202 Proof Thar* wsl be an kilormotton
meeBng Tuaaday. April 1 7th. 7:00pm In Bay
Prout Lobby For more Info cal 353-0532 or
372-7063
BOSU

Georgetown Manor Apt.
800 • Third Street
1 bdrm A 2 bdrm units,
fully furnished: AC
Now leasing tor 1990-1991.
and aummer 1990.
Convenient - A reeeonabie.
Call 352-49*8 5pm-1 Opm
Hespll
Wa need up to 6 poopl* to sublease a out*.
cobbi* atone, 5 bedroom house. Onfy 2
blocks from campue-for aummer. Real cheap
and available. Call H Interested 372-40*0-eek
lor Amy or Shawn** or leave a brief mae-

»*9*-

FOR SALE
12 x 80 mobile home. 2 bdrm. w/ a
New carpet, walk to campua & shopping Cal
352-4317 S leave message MUST SELL

85500
1982 Plymouth Turismo. Whrte/okie. 4 apaed
manual. AM/FM cassette Good mileage
$ 1500 or best offer. 467-2036 or 436-7996
after 5pm
1983 Toyota Coroaa Deluxe
352-2450 alter 5pm.

$2200

Cal

61 Kawaaakl 550 LTD
Good Condition, $500 Cal 353-9660
ATTENTION
GOVERNMENT SEIZED VEHICLES from $100 Ford*. Merced**. Corvet
tea, Chavya. Surplus Buyara Guide
1.602-638-8886 EXT A 4244.
Brand new lm set ol golf clubs
686-1055 anytime.

$160 Cal

Houee lor Rent
4 bdrm houa* to subleaaa. Vary, vary doe* to
campua Available for aummer rental Cal Mike
353-6269 or Dan 5 Casey 354-5244
JAY-MAR APARTMENTS
2 bdrm
turn /unfurn. AC, aa low aa
$440'mo Heat Included rates avalaCH. Ph.
364-8038.
Large EfBckancy doe* to campua avaaBbt* August. 12 month lease $286/month A g*a A
electric
443 N Enterpriae Apt C. Cal
362-3996 or 1 433 4474.
NEED 1 OR 2 PEOPLE TO SUBLEASE APT AT
THURSTIN MANOR FOR SUMMER. CLOSE TO
CAMPUS, AC, LOW UTILITIES, FURNISHED. 4
MONTHS RENT FOR THE PRICE OF 2. CALL
3844009. LEAVE MESSAGE IF I AM NOT
HOME.
Needed: 2 Femekss lo sublease lor summer
Rent: $95/month
1364-0137 ford

C50 1984 Yamaha motorcycle Like new
$300 353-2572 alter 5:00 or leave m.asag.

One bdrm furnished apt. S380/month *ubtoess 364-1441 after 6pm

Four pec* drum eat for $260.00 or best off*r
Cal 891-0516. aak for Chris

Preferred Properties le now leasing for aummer
and fal. Fox Run, Haven House. Ptodmont.
Bkchwood Place, and others avaaabkl! Al residents receive a membership to ChsrrywoodHealth Spe Cal 352-9378

Kraco anvtm cassone car stereo with power
booeler. Fairly new. Only $80 or best otter
Cal Th*r*sa 372-3036 anytime.

FOR RENT

Single room for female, private oath A cooing
htc-s-saa. $195/mo kid. utll Quiet reeldenhel
neighborhood. Ph 352-1832 or 352- 7366.

* •SSVRENTALS* *
1 » 2 bdrm apt* aval
9 S 12 mo leases Cal 352-7454

SUMMER APARTMENT
2 person, 1 bdrm apartment for aummer Fumiehed. al utll Except electric Please cal
3539549

$142.26 par month I
•water, electric. »*WBQ* included ■
May- Aug or Sept Dec or Both! 1990
329 E Wcoater -Across trom Taco Bel
-on the comer of Enterprise
in way btwn c.mpu. • the bar.! I!
Cal Brian at 363-6670
••CARJB8EAN CRUISE"
Regleler today
R.E. Management
SOSCIoughSt B15
Apts for aummer & fal
St* available
352-9302

SUMMER RENTALS
Houa**. apts. rooma.
Cal 352 7365
Summer Rant*) Onfy. 3 bdrm. do** lo cernpua.
443 N. Enterpriae Apt B $300 month Cal
353-7437 or 1-433-4474.
SUMMER SUBLEASE NEEDED
2 lublmara male or lemele needed for the
•ummer. For miormatlon cal Tina 364-7332.
Surnnv*r*Ch**p*Blf) Housa*Cloee
* bdrm., 1 garage, hid Kitchen. IN room. 1
Ml turns, All utll. pd. moimo. 372-8828

12 month leases available May 15.1990
609 5th Si - 2 Br houa*. $460 00 > uH.
424 112 S Summit ertic apt S195 SutU
428 S. Summit 2 Br apt $345 00 S utj.
Steve Smith 352-6917
2 BEDROOM APARTMENTS ONE HALF
BLOCK TO CAMPUUS. SUMMER OR FALL
CALL TOM 3824*73 DA YS OR 362-1 BOO EVE
« WKENDS.

Treat yourself to a nice piece thia aummer (with
Fal possible) My apt I* on Main 81. acre*.
from Sundance. New. 1 bdrm., 5 windows, celIng Ian, deck etc Must see. cal for data**
364-4762 t310rro8.
Two 2 bdrm. apts. turn A unfurn *vea*bl* lor
Fal A Spring 1990-91 Summer apartmonta
turn. A unfurn alao available visage Green
Apartmanta. Cal anytime 354-3633
Two bdrm 4 person apts BG APTS 818.
622 2nd St 9 A 12 mo Ham 352-7464.
After 5pm A wkende 823-7556

PROOFER
KNEADED
• • •

UniGrophics
is in need of a proofreader for Fall Semester

SLQBBffi/
4
J^clap H

1990. Applicants must have at least a 3.0 GPA
and a letter of recommendation from an
English, Technical Writing, or Journalism
professor. Apply at Student Employment, 460
Student Services Building
TODAY.

